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School Philosophy

Motto

We believe that the pursuit of knowledge equips and enables our students to make a powerful 
difference in the world.

Purpose 

As a learning community, we are committed to developing young people to achieve their potential 
intellectually, personally and socially.

Intellectually, as:
• life-long, curious learners
• independent, creative thinkers.

Personally, as:
• resilient, balanced individuals
• confident, principled communicators.

Socially, as:
• active, caring citizens
• enthusiastic, contributing team members.

Values

L   earning: we love knowledge, learning and curiosity.
Excellence: we strive for world class standards and personal bests.
Respect: we earn respect for our integrity, humility and altruism.
Public education: we celebrate diversity as well as the things that bind us together.

Vision

Schooling at State High is a happy and inspiring experience—a time and a place where every 
young person develops intellectually, personally and socially. Every student experiences rigorous 
learning, significant personal growth and the spirit that comes from belonging to something 
bigger than themselves.

Together, teachers, students and parents/guardians leverage the strong traditions and history 
of the school to pursue and create a positive future. Our priorities come from a strong ethical 
base and deep sense of commitment to others and our society. We understand our place 
and responsibility as a leading educational community and the flagship of public education in 
Queensland.

We are committed to working in partnership with our community as the natural place for students 
to explore their developing leadership and social commitment. At the same time, we look to 
prepare students to be successful across cultures and countries.

We are committed to personalising learning for each student to ensure that they maximise the 
opportunities this school provides. We all have a growth mindset. Our approach to teaching and 
learning is deliberate, backed by research and focused on unlocking the potential in each of us.

Scientia est Potestas
Knowledge is Power
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Key Staff Contacts

Please click on the image below to view the most current list of 
State High’s key staff contacts on the school website.

Or go to https://brisbaneshs.eq.edu.au/our-school/contact-us for the most current list 
of staff contacts at Brisbane State High School.

https://brisbaneshs.eq.edu.au/our-school/contact-us
https://brisbaneshs.eq.edu.au/our-school/contact-us
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Introduction
At Brisbane State High School, our goal is for each student to have a meaningful pathway and 
to establish the foundations for a successful future. The school is committed to challenging 
students at all levels and assisting them in setting and attaining realistic personal academic goals. 
The school will also support and guide students in selecting and attaining credentials from a 
variety of pathways for successful transition post school.

The Year 10 curriculum provides a link between the Junior and Senior School, helping students 
to succeed in Years 11 and 12. At Brisbane State High School, Year 10 is designed to provide 
students with a solid base for the knowledge, understanding and ways of working needed for 
the Senior subjects. To provide a targeted foundation for Senior, the Year 10 curriculum has been 
designed as preparatory courses for Senior subjects or foundational courses for VET certificates.

The Senior Curriculum Course Guide provides a summary of all courses offered in the Year 10 
program to assist you in planning your pathway. To help, we have designed a rigorous process 
for students and parents/guardians in which to engage that supports informed decision-making 
and subject choices. The key aspects of this process are captured on the next page.
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Supporting Quality Subject Decisions

Reflect

Year 9, ARC

Students reflect on 
their learning and 

academic readiness to 
make informed subject 

selections. 

Engage 
and read 

Senior Course 
Guide and 

Canvas course

Year 9, Week 1,
Term 3, ARC

Students and parents/guardians explore 
information in the Senior Course Guide to 

understand what subjects are about.
Four questions for exploring:

1. What are you good at and like? 
2. What are your character strengths?
3. What are the eight subjects, pathways and job 

clusters you are considering?
4. What are the readiness criteria?

Engage with 
Canvas course

Year 9 from 
Week 2, Term 3, 

ARC

Preview Day:
Senior Subjects

Year 9, Week 9, 
Term 3

Students consider the learning in subjects using four guiding questions:
1. Why should I study this course?
2. What does learning and assessment look like in this course?
3. What strengths, skills and interests do I need to be successful in this 

course?
4. What pathways exist from the learning in this course?

– Students with identified needs begin working with Student Team to support subject and  
pathway decisions.

– Extension subject information and exams/auditions held from Week 2 to 6, Term 3.

Attend the Year 9 
into 10 Curriculum 

Showcase with your 
parents/guardians

Year 9, Week 4
Term 3

Students 
and parents/

guardians discuss 
information 

presented to 
finalise subject 
selections and 

check readiness 
criteria.

Students 
and parents/

guardians 
reflect and 

synthesise their 
reflection from 

eight to six 
initial subject 
selections.

Submit Draft 
Subject Selections

Year 9, Week 5, 
Term 3

Students nominate 
four elective 

Senior subjects 
they would like to 

experience.

Preview Day 
reflection

Year 9, Week 9, 
Term 3

Students reflect on 
readiness criteria for 
their subject choices 

(in light of Term 3 
results) and how 

this prompts them 
to refine their goals 

and seek feedback in 
classes.

Parents/guardians/
teacher/student 

interviews

Year 9, Week 2, 
Term 4

*(See note below)

Finalise subject 
selections

Year 9, 
end of Week 9, 

Term 3

Act on feedback 
for continued 
learning and 

improvement.

Study Year 10 
preparatory course 

in promoted 
timetable

Year 9, Week 9 
and 10, Term 4

Students reflect on 
their week and how this 
confirms their Junior to 
Senior transition Senior 
Success Conversation.

Guiding question:
1. How does this 

experience support 
me to know...?

Students 
and parents/

guardians attend 
Senior Success 
Conversations

Year 9, Week 10, 
Term 4

Meet with mentor 

Year 10, Week 1, 
Term 3

Start Senior 
Course work

Year 10

Meet with Learning 
Mentor and 

establish learning 
behaviours for 

success

Year 10, Week 6 
Term 1

Target 
Conversations with 
student to ensure 
academic success

Year 10, Week 2 
Term 2

Confirm 
subject 
choices, 
desired 

pathways 
and the 

ingredients 
of senior 
success.

Enact the plan we 
made together, set 
new goals, persist 
with subjects until 

you experience 
success.

Continue 
Year 10, liaise with 
mentor to discuss 

future plans.

Students who 
need to adjust 
program or set 
out to achieve 

prerequisites are 
provided individual 

support.

Confirm 
prerequisite 
attainment

Year 10, Week 3, 
Term 3

Meet with parents/
guardians and 

mentor

Year 10, Tuesday 
and Wednesday of 
Week 10, Term 3

Meet with Mentor

Year 10, Week 7 
Term 4

Complete SET Plan 
and confirm match 

of post-school 
options with course.

This section 
describes 

school subject 
selection events

This section describes 
what you need to do 

before moving to 
the next step.

KEY

S
E

N
IO

R
 S

TA
R

T

State High Senior Course Guide

Please note: this is an A3 sized page

*Identified students who do not meet readiness criteria at this juncture will have a form of intervention to support appropriate subject selection and pathway planning. 
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How to use this guide

The Senior Curriculum Course Guide is a resource to plan your senior education pathway. It will 
provide you with information regarding this phase of your secondary schooling, including subject 
selection, qualifications and tertiary entrance. 

Contained in this guide are outlines of the courses offered at Brisbane State High School for 
students transitioning to Year 10 in 2022. Please note that courses will only run where sufficient 
student numbers exist for the classes. This decision is at the discretion of the school.

How do I choose my subjects?

In order to maximise your performance and reach your goals, you should study the subjects 
that you enjoy and in which you excel. It is a good idea to keep your options open by taking 
prerequisite subjects, however, if you choose subjects that you find too difficult, or that are not 
suited to you, you may actually reduce your results. This can impact on the ATAR you achieve. If 
a university or TAFE course you are interested in has a prerequisite subject you find too difficult 
at school, you should think about how you will be able to achieve what is required by that course 
at university level. 

Important questions to consider when choosing a pathway and selecting subjects:
• What subjects do I enjoy?
• In which subjects do I perform well? 
• What are the possible pathways and job clusters I am interested in? 
• What are the possible university courses I am interested in pursuing? 
• Am I interested in pursuing a trade or apprenticeship? 
• What subjects do I need as tertiary prerequisites?

More information about prerequisites can be accessed through QTAC ‘My Path’ (https://www.
qtac.edu.au/student-resources/year-10). 

DO NOT choose your subjects for the following reasons:

1. “My friend is taking that subject.” There are usually several classes in a subject, so even if 
you are doing the same subjects, you won’t necessarily be in the same class.

2. “I do/don’t really like the teacher.” There is no guarantee that you will have any 
particular teacher.

3. “Someone told me that the subject is fun (or easy, or interesting).” It may be enjoyable/
easy/interesting for someone but not necessarily for you. Make up your own mind based 
on what you enjoy.

4. “Someone told me that the subject is boring.” See point 3.
5. “Someone told me that I do/don’t need that subject for the course I want to take at 

university,” or “I think this subject is better for my ATAR.” Check tertiary prerequisites or 
see a Guidance Officer.

If you haven’t already, discuss the answers to these questions with your parents/guardians, a 
Guidance Officer, your Head of Year or your ARC teacher. You may wish to write down your 
answers for reference when making your subject selections. 

Choose very carefully

The subjects that you undertake in Year 10 will prepare you for Year 11 and 12. At Brisbane 
State High School, ‘blocks’ of subjects (i.e. groups of subjects that are programmed at the same 
time on the timetable) are determined AFTER the students have chosen their subjects. Subject 
changes are therefore not always possible and are only permitted at certain times. Multiple 
subject changes in the senior phase of learning can also impact on both a student’s ATAR 
eligibility and QCE eligibility (see QCE requirements table).

https://www.qtac.edu.au/student-resources/year-10
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Categories of subjects

Senior subjects are grouped into four categories:

1. Applied Subjects: Applied subjects are suited to students who are primarily interested in 
pathways beyond senior secondary schooling that lead to vocational education and training 
or work. Applied subjects contribute to the QCE and may contribute to ATAR calculations 
(a maximum of 1 applied subject or Vocational Qualification can contribute to ATAR 
calculations).

2. General Subjects: General subjects are suited to students who are interested in pathways 
beyond senior secondary schooling that lead primarily to tertiary studies and to pathways for 
vocational education and training and work. General subjects contribute to the QCE, have 
an external assessment component and may contribute to ATAR calculations.

3. Extension Subjects (available option for Year 12 students): Extension subjects are 
extensions of the related General subjects. Extension subjects are suited to students who 
are interested in pathways beyond senior secondary schooling that lead primarily to tertiary 
studies and to pathways for vocational education and training and work. Extension subjects 
contribute to the QCE, have an external assessment component and may contribute to 
ATAR calculations.

4. Additional Learning Options: The flexibility of the Queensland Certificate of Education 
allows students to embrace a number of different pathways to education and training while 
still attending school. Additional Learning Options are suited to students who are primarily 
interested in pathways beyond senior secondary schooling that lead to vocational education 
and training or work. Additional Learning Options contribute to the QCE and may contribute 
to ATAR calculations (a maximum of 1 applied subject or Vocational Qualification can 
contribute to ATAR calculations).

Additional Learning Options explained

School-based Certificate and Diploma courses

Several Certificate courses are offered directly through our faculties here at school as a part of 
the regular learning program. The benefits of selecting a certificate course offered through the 
school include:

• Students can access a practical course that relates directly to their future career.
• Students can gain valuable points towards their Queensland Certificate of Education (QCE).
• Students will not be required to travel off-site to complete the qualification, as they are 

undertaken at school as a part of the regular learning program.

Vocational Education and Training (VET) through TAFE

If the certificate courses we offer through the school do not fit with your future plans, you can also 
undertake a Certificate qualification through a TAFE course or other provider. Vocational Education 
offers students the opportunity to complete full qualifications alongside their secondary schooling 
and is a great study option for students seeking work or TAFE entrance beyond Year 12. For 
some tertiary providers, Vocational Education may be an option for students seeking entrance 
to university studies beyond Year 12. This should be verified directly with the tertiary institution of 
choice prior to commencement of the VET course. Benefits of undertaking a Certificate or Diploma 
level course through TAFE include those listed above, and in addition:

• Students will be better prepared for further study, having experienced the requirements of 
adult learning within a supported environment.

• Students will receive a foundation of study that is both experiential and practical.
• Students will be provided with a qualification that will allow direct entry into the workforce. 

Students electing to complete a vocational qualification will still complete an additional five 
subjects to study at State High as a part of their senior secondary curriculum. 
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Resources

In ARC, students access a wide range of resources to assist them with their pathway planning. 
The following is a list of resources that students have used this year to help them to plan for their 
future studies.

• Examine career pathways and learning areas via myfuture. The myfuture website is 
developed by Education Services Australia.

• Explore the Queensland curriculum and available subjects through the 
Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority (QCAA) website. 

• Investigate the 24 Character Strengths, which may help with understanding personality 
traits. This resource is developed by the VIA Institute on Character.

• View details and requirements about tertiary courses and institutions through the 
Queensland Tertiary Admissions Centre (QTAC) website.

• Investigate 21st Century Skills and what they mean for study and career pathways. The 
21st Century Skills are developed by Applied Educational Systems.

Website/URL details for the above hyperlinks
• myfuture Career Profile: http://myfuture.edu.au/login
• myfuture Career Bullseyes: https://myfuture.edu.au/bullseyes
• QCAA website: https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au
• 24 Character Strengths: http://www.viacharacter.org/character-strengths
• QTAC website: https://www.qtac.edu.au 
• 21st Century Skills: http://www.aeseducation.com/career-readiness/what-are-21st-

century-skills

Senior Courses, 21st Century Skills and Job Clusters. 

The employment landscape is ever-changing. The rapidly changing world of work requires young 
people today to rethink the skills they need to build a successful career and thrive in the future. 
By understanding the skills and capabilities that will be most portable and in demand in the new 
economy, young people can work to equip themselves for the future of work more effectively. 
Our mindset needs to shift to reflect a more dynamic future of work where linear careers will be 
far less common and young people will need a portfolio of skills and capabilities, including career 
management skills to navigate the more complex world of work. 

To support students in their decision-making processes regarding subject selection, we have 
undertaken an alignment and mapping process to align our subject offerings with the seven 
job clusters outlined from the 2017 Foundation of Young Australians in their New Work Mindset 
Report (https://www.fya.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/The-New-Work-Mindset.pdf) and 
to highlight the top three 21st Century Skills evident in each subject offering. You will see this 
mapping represented of the following three pages. 

Students will work through this learning in their ARC lessons and reflect on their subject choices 
through these lenses in preparation for their Senior Success Conversation. 

http://myfuture.edu.au/login
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/
http://www.viacharacter.org/character-strengths
https://www.qtac.edu.au/
https://www.aeseducation.com/career-readiness/what-are-21st-century-skills
https://www.fya.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/The-New-Work-Mindset.pdf
https://www.fya.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/The-New-Work-Mindset.pdf
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Please note: this is an A3 sized page

Department Subject
Top three 2tst 
Century Skills

Top two Job Clusters

BID Accounting    Informers | Coordinators

BID Business    Generators | Informers

BID Design    Designers | Technologists

BID Digital Solutions    Technologists | Designers

BID Engineering    Designers | Technologists

BID Legal Studies    Informers | Coordinators

BID Certificate II Furniture Making Pathways    Artisans

BID Certificate IV Crime and Justice    Coordinators | Informers

BID Diploma of Business    Generators | Informers

English English    Informers | Carers

English
English and Literature Extension 

(accelerated pathway)    Informers | Carers

English
English and Literature Extension 

(Year 12 only)    Informers | Carers

English Essential English    Coordinators | Artisans

English Literature    Informers | Carers

HPE Health Education    Carers | Informers

HPE Physical Education    Carers | Informers

HPE
Certificate II Sport and Recreation & 

Certificate III Fitness    Carers | Informers

HPE Certificate II and III Sport Recreation    Carers | Informers

HPE Certificate III Health Services Assistance    Carers | Informers

Humanities Ancient History    Informers | Carers

Humanities Economics    Technologists | Informers

Department Subject
Top three 2tst 
Century Skills

Top two Job Clusters

Humanities Geography    Technologists | Informers

Humanities Modern History    Informers | Carers

Humanities Philosophy and Reason    Informers | Carers

Languages Chinese    Generators | Informers

Languages French    Generators | Informers

Languages German    Generators | Informers

Languages Italian    Generators | Informers

Languages Japanese    Generators | Informers

Languages Spanish    Generators | Informers

Mathematics Essential Mathematics    Designer | Informers

Mathematics General Mathematics    Designer | Informers

Mathematics Mathematical Methods    Technologists | Informers

Mathematics Specialist Mathematics    Technologists | Informers

Science Biology    Designers | Carers

Science Chemistry    Designers | Carers

Science Physics    Designers | Carers

Science Psychology    Carers | Informers

The Arts Dance    Generators | Informers

The Arts Drama     Generators | Informers

The Arts Film, Television and New Media    Generators | Technologists

The Arts Music    Generators | Informers

The Arts Music Extension (accelerated pathway)    Generators | Informers

The Arts Visual Art    Designers | Generators

The six 
21st Century Skills
Icons based of QCAA 

21st century skills

The seven Job Clusters

 Critical thinking

 Creative thinking

  Communication

 Collaboration and teamwork

 Personal and social skills

 ICT skills
The Generators
The Artisans
The Carers
The Informers

The Coordinators
The Designers
The Technologists
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Subjects, 21st Century Skills and Job Clusters: Sorted by 21st Century Skills
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Please note: this is an A3 sized page

Department Subject
Top three 2tst 
Century Skills

Top two Job Clusters

The Arts Dance    Generators | Informers

HPE
Certificate II Sport and Recreation & 

Certificate III Fitness
  

Carers | Informers

HPE Certificate II and III Sport Recreation Carers | Informers

HPE Certificate III Health Services Assistance Carers | Informers

The Arts Film, Television and New Media    Generators | Technologists

English English

  

Informers | Carers

English
English and Literature Extension 

(accelerated pathway)
Informers | Carers

English
English and Literature Extension 

(Year 12 only)
Informers | Carers

English Literature Informers | Carers

English Essential English    Coordinators | Artisans

BID Certificate IV Crime and Justice
  

Coordinators | Informers

BID Diploma of Business Generators | Informers

Languages Chinese

  

Generators | Informers

Languages French Generators | Informers

Languages German Generators | Informers

Languages Italian Generators | Informers

Languages Japanese Generators | Informers

Languages Spanish Generators | Informers

BID Digital Solutions    Technologists | Designers

The Arts Music
  

Generators | Informers

The Arts Music Extension (accelerated pathway) Generators | Informers

BID Certificate II Furniture Making Pathways    Artisans

Department Subject
Top three 2tst 
Century Skills

Top two Job Clusters

Humanities Philosophy and Reason    Informers | Carers

HPE Health Education

  
Carers | Informers

HPE Physical Education Carers | Informers

HPE Certificate III Health Services Assistance Carers | Informers

BID Engineering    Designers | Technologists

Humanities Ancient History
  

Informers | Carers

Humanities Modern History Informers | Carers

Mathematics Essential Mathematics

  

Designer | Informers

Mathematics General Mathematics Designer | Informers

Mathematics Mathematical Methods Technologists | Informers

Mathematics Specialist Mathematics Technologists | Informers

Science Biology Designers | Carers

Science Chemistry Designers | Carers

Science Physics Designers | Carers

Science Psychology Carers | Informers

BID Accounting

  
Informers | Coordinators

Humanities Economics Technologists | Informers

Humanities Geography Technologists | Informers

The Arts Drama     Generators | Informers

BID Business

  

Generators | Informers

BID Design Designers | Technologists

BID Legal Studies Informers | Coordinators

The Arts Visual Art Designers | Generators

The six 
21st Century Skills
Icons based of QCAA 

21st century skills

The seven Job Clusters

 Critical thinking

 Creative thinking

  Communication

 Collaboration and teamwork

 Personal and social skills

 ICT skills
The Generators
The Artisans
The Carers
The Informers

The Coordinators
The Designers
The Technologists
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Subjects, 21st Century Skills and Job Clusters: Sorted by Job Clusters
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Please note: this is an A3 sized page

Department Subject
Top three 2tst 
Century Skills

Top two Job Clusters

BID Certificate II Furniture Making Pathways    Artisans

HPE Health Education   

Carers | Informers

HPE Physical Education   
HPE

Certificate II Sport and Recreation & 
Certificate III Fitness   

HPE Certificate II and III Sport Recreation   
HPE Certificate III Health Services Assistance   

Science Psychology   
English Essential English    Coordinators | Artisans

BID Certificate IV Crime and Justice    Coordinators | Informers

Science Biology   
Designers | CarersScience Chemistry   

Science Physics   
The Arts Visual Art    Designers | Generators

Mathematics Essential Mathematics   
Designer | Informers

Mathematics General Mathematics   
BID Design   

Designers | Technologists
BID Engineering   

Department Subject
Top three 2tst 
Century Skills

Top two Job Clusters

BID Business   

Generators | Informers

BID Diploma of Business   
Languages Chinese   
Languages French   
Languages German   
Languages Italian   
Languages Japanese   
Languages Spanish   

The Arts Dance   
The Arts Drama    
The Arts Music   
The Arts Music Extension (accelerated pathway)   
The Arts Film, Television and New Media    Generators | Technologists

English English   

Informers | Carers

English
English and Literature Extension 

(accelerated pathway)   

English
English and Literature Extension 

(Year 12 only)   
English Literature   

Humanities Ancient History   
Humanities Modern History   
Humanities Philosophy and Reason   

BID Accounting   
Informers | Coordinators

BID Legal Studies   
BID Digital Solutions    Technologists | Designers

Humanities Economics   

Technologists | InformersHumanities Geography   
Mathematics Mathematical Methods   
Mathematics Specialist Mathematics   

The seven Job Clusters

The Generators
The Artisans

The Carers
The Informers

The Coordinators
The Designers

The Technologists

 Critical thinking

 Personal and social skills

 ICT skills

 Creative thinking

  Communication

 Collaboration and teamwork

The six 21st Century Skills
Icons based of QCAA 21st century skills
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Year 10 Preparatory course offerings listed by faculty

General Applied VET

Business, Innovation & Design

Prep Accounting
Prep Business
Prep Design
Prep Digital Solutions
Prep Engineering
Prep Legal Studies

Foundation Course: Introduction to 
Furniture Making Pathways

Foundation Course: Introduction to 
Crime and Justice

Foundation Course: Introduction to 
Business

English

Prep English
Prep Literature
Accelerated Literature 

Prep Essential English

Health and Physical Education

Prep Health Education
Prep Physical Education

Foundation Course: Introduction to 
Sport, Fitness and Recreation

Foundation Course: Introduction to 
Health Services Assistance

Humanities

Prep Ancient History
Prep Economics
Prep Geography
Prep Modern History
Prep Philosophy and Reason

Languages

Prep Chinese
Prep French
Prep German
Prep Italian
Prep Japanese
Prep Spanish

Senior course readiness criteria and prerequisites

When making choices for Year 10, we apply readiness criteria. These readiness criteria are 
aligned to the prerequisites for Year 11 and 12 and should be used to plan senior pathways. 
The readiness criteria are designed to support students to use evidence of their learning when 
making decisions about Year 10 courses. Students will have an opportunity in Semester 1 of Year 
10 to demonstrate they can achieve the Year 11 and 12 course prerequisites. 

When planning your senior pathway, be aware that Brisbane State High School applies prerequisites 
to Year 11 and 12 subjects. Prerequisites are applied to ensure students select courses in which 
they have the most capability to be successful. Note that students should demonstrate at least a 
C standard in English to undertake any General course in Year 11, to ensure success.
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Senior course offerings listed by faculty

Senior Course
Subject 

Category

Prep Readiness Criteria 
– applied when selecting 
a subject to study at the 

commencement of 
Year 10

Prerequisite – applied 
when confirming course 

selection for Year 11

Business, Innovation & Design

Accounting General C in Year 9 English
C in Year 10 

Prep Accounting

Business General C in Year 9 English C in Year 10 Prep Business

Design General C in Year 9 English C in Year 10 Prep Design

Digital Solutions General C in Year 9 English
C in Year 10 Prep 

Digital Solutions

Engineering General
C in Year 9 English
C in Year 9 Mathematics

C in Year 10 Prep Engineering
C in Year 10 Prep Mathematical 

Methods

Legal Studies General C in Year 9 English
C in Year 10 Prep 

Legal Studies

Certificate II Furniture Making 
Pathways

Additional Learning 
Option

Completion of Year 9 English
Completion of Year 9 

Mathematics

Completion of Foundation 
Course: Introduction to 
Furniture Making Pathways

Certificate IV Crime and Justice
Additional Learning 

Option
C in Year 9 English

Completion of Foundation 
Course: Introduction to Crime 
and Justice

Diploma of Business
Additional Learning 

Option
C in Year 9 English

Completion of Foundation 
Course: Introduction to 
Business

General Applied VET

Mathematics

Prep General Mathematics
Prep Mathematical Methods
Prep Specialist Mathematics

Prep Essential Mathematics

Science

Prep Biology
Prep Chemistry
Prep Physics
Prep Psychology

The Arts

Prep Dance 
Prep Drama
Prep Music
Prep Film, Television and New Media
Prep Visual Art
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Senior Course
Subject 

Category

Prep Readiness Criteria 
– applied when selecting 
a subject to study at the 

commencement of 
Year 10

Prerequisite – applied 
when confirming course 

selection for Year 11

English

English General C in Year 9 English C in Year 10 Prep English

Literature General C in Year 9 English C in Year 10 Prep Literature

Essential English Applied
Completion of 

Year 9 English
Completion of a Year 10 English 

course

Accelerated Literature 
Accelerated Pathway

General
A in English or English 

Extension
Not applicable

English and Literature 
Extension 
(Year 12 only)

General Not applicable B in Year 11 English or Literature

Health and Physical Education

Health Education General C in Year 9 English
C in Year 10 Prep 

Health Education

Physical Education General C in Year 9 English
C in Year 10 Prep 

Physical Education

Certificate II Sport and 
Recreation & Certificate III 
Fitness

Additional Learning 
Option

Completion of Year 9 English
Completion of Foundation 

Course: Introduction to Sport, 
Fitness and Recreation

Certificate II and III Sport 
Recreation

Additional Learning 
Option

Completion of Year 9 English
Completion of Foundation 

Course: Introduction to Sport, 
Fitness and Recreation

Certificate III Health Services 
Assistance

Additional Learning 
Option

Completion of Year 9 English
Completion of Introduction to 

Health Services Assistance

Humanities

Ancient History General C in Year 9 Humanities
C in Year 10 Prep 

Ancient History

Economics General
B in Year 9 Humanities
B in Year 9 Mathematics

C in Year 10 
Prep Economics

Geography General C in Year 9 Humanities C in Year 10 Prep Geography

Modern History General C in Year 9 Humanities
C in Year 10 Prep 

Modern History

Philosophy and Reason General C in Year 9 Humanities
C in Year 10 Prep Philosophy 

and Reason

Languages

Chinese General
C in Year 9 Chinese across 

both semesters of study
C in Year 10 Prep Chinese

French General
C in Year 9 French across both 

semesters of study
C in Year 10 Prep French

Italian General
C in Year 9 Italian across both 

semesters of study
C in Year 10 Prep Italian

Japanese General
C in Year 9 Japanese across 

both semesters of study
C in Year 10 Prep Japanese

German General
C in Year 9 German across both 

semesters of study
C in Year 10 Prep German

Spanish General
C in Year 9 Spanish across both 

semesters of study
C in Year 10 Prep Spanish
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Senior Course
Subject 

Category

Prep Readiness Criteria 
– applied when selecting 
a subject to study at the 

commencement of 
Year 10

Prerequisite – applied 
when confirming course 

selection for Year 11

Mathematics

General Mathematics General C in Year 9 Mathematics
C in Year 10 Prep General 

Mathematics

Mathematical Methods General
B in Year 9 Mathematics or 

C in Year 9 Mathematics 
Extension

 C in Year 10 Prep Mathematical 
Methods

Specialist Mathematics General

A in Year 9 Mathematics or 
B in Year 9 Mathematics 
Extension and selection of 
Mathematical Methods

C in Year 10 Prep
Specialist Mathematics

Essential Mathematics Applied
Completion of Year 9 

Mathematics
Completion of a Year 10 

Mathematics course

Science

Biology General
C in Year 9 Science
C in Year 9 English

C in Year 10 Prep Biology
C in Year 10 Prep English

Chemistry General

Selection of Mathematical 
Methods

C in Year 9 English
B in Year 9 Science

C in Year 10 Prep Mathematical 
Methods

C in Year 10 Prep English
C in Year 10 Prep Chemistry

Physics General

Selection of Mathematical 
Methods

C in Year 9 English
B in Year 9 Science

B in Year 10 Prep Mathematical 
Methods

C in Year 10 Prep English
C in Year 10 Prep Physics

Psychology General
B in Year 9 Science
C in Year 9 English

C in Year 10 Prep Psychology
C in Year 10 Prep English

The Arts

Dance General C in Year 9 English C in Year 10 Prep Dance

Drama General C in Year 9 English C in Year 10 Prep Drama

Music General C in Year 9 English C in Year 10 Prep Music

Music Extension 
Accelerated Pathway

General
B in Year 9 Music Extension
A in Year 9 Music

B in Year 11 Music

Film, Television and New Media General C in Year 9 English
C in Year 10 Prep Film, Television 

and New Media

Visual Art General C in Year 9 English C in Year 10 Prep Visual Art

Year 10 – 12 students:

• MUST study either English, Literature OR Essential English; students can do both English and Literature if desired
• MUST study either Essential Mathematics, General Mathematics OR Mathematical Methods 
• MUST study six subjects in both Year 11 and Year 12
• CHOOSE any combination of six subjects (including English and Mathematics choices). Four additional electives should 

also be listed in order of preference
• STUDENTS wanting to study Specialist Mathematics must also study Mathematical Methods
• STUDENTS wanting to study Physics or Chemistry must also study Mathematical Methods

Every effort will be made to ensure that student preferences are accommodated, subject to student 
numbers and timetable constraints.
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Example Senior Programs

Example Student A Year 10 Year 11 Year 12

After finishing school, this 
student wishes to complete 
an Arts Degree (majoring 
in history) at university. She 
knows she will need to get 
an ATAR to gain entry into 
her preferred university 
course. She chooses the 
subjects in which she excels 
to help her to achieve these 
results.

Prep Literature Literature Literature

Prep General Mathematics General Mathematics General Mathematics

Prep Biology Biology Biology

Prep Modern History Modern History Modern History

Prep French French French

Prep Philosophy and Reason Philosophy and Reason Philosophy and Reason

Example Student B Year 10 Year 11 Year 12

This student is not 100% 
sure what he wants to do 
when he finishes school, 
but he would like to work 
in the field of design, 
perhaps building design or 
architecture. He would be 
open to either university or 
TAFE as a pathway. 

Prep English English English

Prep Mathematical Methods Mathematical Methods Mathematical Methods

Prep Physics Physics Physics

Prep Design Design Design

Prep Engineering Engineering Engineering 

Prep Film, Television and 
New Media

Film, Television and New 
Media

Film, Television and New 
Media

Example Student C Year 10 Year 11 Year 12

This student wishes to move 
into the health industry 
when she finishes school. 
She is considering nutrition, 
dietetics and nursing. She 
might like to own her own 
business one day. She 
knows that she will need an 
ATAR to gain direct entry 
to university in the health 
sciences. At the end of 
Year 10, Semester 1, she 
articulated a career pathway 
and moved from Prep 
Legal Studies to the Mater 
Hospital’s Allied Health 
Program.

Prep English English English

Prep Mathematical Methods Mathematical Methods Mathematical Methods 

Prep Biology Biology Biology

Prep Legal Studies
Mater Health: Certificate III 

Health Services Assistance
Mater Health: Certificate III 

Health Services Assistance

Prep Psychology Psychology Psychology

Prep Health Health Health
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Queensland Certificate of Education

The Queensland Certificate of Education (QCE) is Queensland’s senior secondary schooling 
qualification. It is internationally recognised and provides evidence of senior schooling achievements. 
The flexibility of the QCE means that students can choose from a wide range of learning options 
to suit their interests and career goals. To receive a QCE, students must achieve the set amount of 
learning, at the set standard, in a set pattern, while meeting literacy and numeracy requirements. The 
QCE is issued to eligible students when they meet all the requirements at the completion of Year 12.

QCE eligibility

Brisbane State High School expects all students completing Year 12 to attain a QCE as a 
minimum qualification standard. The Queensland Certificate of Education (QCE) qualification 
will be awarded to eligible students by the Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority 
(QCAA). The QCE offers flexibility in what, where and when students learn. This means that 
not all learning needs to take place at school. The QCE recognises broad learning options – 
academic, vocational education, workplace learning and university subjects. Different types of 
learning attract different numbers of credits.

Students in Queensland are issued with a Senior Education Profile upon completion of Year 12. 
For more detailed information regarding QCAA requirements, including the Senior Statement, 
you can visit https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/senior/senior-qce. 

a set amount of learning

at a set standard

in a set pattern

20 credits

Satisfactory completion 
(pass or equivalent)

At least 12 credits from 
completed Core courses of 

study
+

An additional 8 credits from 
a combination of any courses 

of study

but a maximum of 4 credits 
from Preparatory courses 

of study

and meet literacy and 
numeracy requirements

to gain a QCE

The QCAA stipulates that you need

https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/senior/senior-qce
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The following requirements must be met for a student to be eligible for a QCE.

To meet the literacy and numeracy requirement for the QCE, a student must satisfactorily complete 
at least one unit of both English and Mathematics.

Within the set pattern requirement, there are three categories of learning — Core, Preparatory 
and Complementary. To meet the set pattern requirement for a QCE, at least 12 credits must be 
accrued from completed Core courses of study. The remaining eight credits may accrue from a 
combination of Core, Preparatory or Complementary courses of study.

Set amount
20 credits from contributing courses of study, including:

• QCAA-developed subjects or courses
• vocational education and training (VET) qualifications
• non-Queensland studies
• recognised studies.

Set pattern
12 credits from completed Core courses of study and 8 

credits from any combination of:
• Core
• Preparatory (maximum of 4)
• Complementary (maximum of 8).

Set standard
Satisfactory completion, grade of C or better, competency 

or qualification completion, pass or equivalent.

Literacy & numeracy
Students must meet literacy and numeracy requirements 

through one of the available learning options.

Literacy
• English
• Literature
• Essential English

Numeracy
• General Mathematics
• Mathematical Methods
• Specialist Mathematics
• Essential Mathematics

Course QCE credits per course

Core: At least 12 credits must come from completed Core courses of study

QCAA General subjects and Applied subjects up to 4

QCAA General Extension subjects up to 2

QCAA General Senior External Examination subjects up to 4

Certificate II qualifications up to 4

Certificate III and IV qualifications (includes traineeships) up to 8

School-based apprenticeships up to 6

Recognised studies categorised as Core as recognised by QCAA

Preparatory: A maximum of 4 credits can come from Preparatory courses of study

QCAA Short Courses up to 1

Certificate I qualifications up to 3

Recognised studies categorised as Preparatory as recognised by QCAA

Complementary: A maximum of 8 credits can come from Complementary courses of study

QCAA Short Courses
• QCAA Short Course in Career Education

up to 1

University subjects up to 4

Diplomas and Advanced Diplomas up to 8

Recognised studies categorised as Complementary as recognised by QCAA
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Australian Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR)

What is an ATAR?

• The ATAR is a fine grained rank order of students.
• It is a number between 0.00 and 99.95 with increments of 0.05.
• The ATAR is commonly used in other states and territories of Australia.

Calculating ATARs

The Queensland Tertiary Admissions Centre (QTAC) is responsible for calculating students’ 
ATARs.

QTAC will calculate ATARs based on either:
• a student’s best five General subject results, or
• a student’s best results in a combination of four General subject results, plus one applied 

learning subject result or VET.

ATAR eligibility

Eligibility for an ATAR will require satisfactory completion of a QCAA English subject. Satisfactory 
completion will require students to attain a result that is equivalent to a C or above in one of four 
school offered English subjects — English, Essential English, Literature or English and Literature 
Extension.

While students must meet this standard to be eligible to receive an ATAR, it is not mandatory for 
a student’s English result to be included in the calculation of their ATAR. University prerequisite 
studies should be considered when choosing an English subject.

Only one result for the same subject taken as a General subject and via Senior External 
Examination can be included in the ATAR. For example, it is not possible to include both the 
General subject Chinese and the Senior External Examination subject Chinese in your ATAR.

For more 
information about 
the ATAR, visit the 
QTAC website.

Best four QCAA General 
subjects

+
The best result in a:

QCAA Applied (currently 
Authority-registered subject or 
Subject Area Syllabus subject)

or
Certificate III

or
Certificate IV

or
Diploma or 

Advanced diploma

Best five QCAA 
General subjects

Calculating ATARs

or

https://www.qtac.edu.au/atar-my-path/atar
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Accounting (General)

What is this course about?

This course encompasses management of financial resources of the public sector, businesses 
and individuals, the real-world expectation that accounting provides real-time processing of 
transactions with a minimum of monthly and yearly reporting. Digital technologies are integral to 
accounting, enabling real-time access to vital financial information. 

When students study this course, they develop an understanding of the essential role accounting 
plays in the successful performance of any organisation. Students learn fundamental accounting 
concepts in order to understand accrual accounting, managerial and accounting controls, 
preparing internal financial reports, ratio analysis and interpretation of internal and external 
financial reports. Students are then ready for more complex utilisation of knowledge, allowing 
them to synthesise financial and other information, evaluate accounting practices, solve authentic 
accounting problems and make and communicate recommendations. 

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed in this course:
• Comprehending
• Applying
• Analysing
• Evaluating
• Synthesising and Solving
• Communicating

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students will need to achieve a C result in Year 9 English. Students should also have an 
understanding of Mathematical concepts.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Accounting for a service business — 
cash, accounts receivable, accounts 
payable and no GST

• Financial reporting 
• Accounting for a trading business
• Managing resources
• Accounting processes
• Performance analysis of business
• Cash budgeting

• Describing, explaining and applying accounting concepts, processes 
and principles

• Analysing and interpreting financial data and information to question, 
pose problems and draw conclusions

• Evaluating accounting practices to make decisions and propose 
recommendations

• Synthesising and solving accounting problems
• Creating responses that communicate with clarity and precision

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Service Business Accounting Examination

Trading Business Accounting Examination

Financial Reports Examination

Cash Management Project
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Accounting

Unit 1

Real world 
accounting

• Topic 1: 
Accounting for a 
service business 
— cash, accounts 
receivable, 
accounts payable 
and no GST

• Topic 2: End-of-
month reporting 
for a service 
business

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Monitoring a 
business

• Topic 1: Managing 
resources for 
a trading GST 
business — non-
current assets

• Topic 2: Fully 
classified financial 
statement 
reporting for 
a trading GST 
business

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (25%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (25%)

Unit 2

Management 
effectiveness

• Topic 1: 
Accounting for 
a trading GST 
business

• Topic 2: End-of-
year reporting for 
a trading GST 
business

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Accounting — 
the big picture

• Topic 1: Cash 
management

• Topic 2: Complete 
accounting 
process for a 
trading GST 
business

• Topic 3: 
Performance 
analysis of a listed 
public company

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Project — cash 
management (25%)

Summative external 
assessment: 
Examination — short 
response (25%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?
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Business (General)

What is this course about?

The study of Business is relevant to all individuals in a rapidly changing, technology focused and 
innovation driven world. The knowledge and skills developed in Business will allow students 
to contribute meaningfully to society, the workforce and the marketplace and prepare them as 
potential employees, employers, leaders, managers and entrepreneurs of the future.

Students investigate the business life-cycle from the seed to post-maturity stage and develop 
skills in examining business data and information. Students learn business concepts, theories, 
processes and strategies relevant to leadership, management and entrepreneurship. A range of 
business environments and situations are explored. Through this exploration, students investigate 
the influence on, and implications for, strategic development in the functional areas of finance, 
human resources, marketing and operations.

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed in this course:
• Describing
• Explaining
• Evaluating
• Analysing
• Synthesising
• Communicating

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students will need to achieve a C result in Year 9 English. Students should also have an 
understanding of Mathematical concepts.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Fundamentals of business
• Creation of business ideas
• Establishment of a business
• Entering markets
• Competitive markets 
• Strategic development

• Evaluating business practices and strategies to make decisions and 
propose recommendations

• Creating responses that communicate with clarity and precision
• Using questioning and problem-solving to break down complex aspects 

into component parts to construct understanding, then using this 
to make and verify findings and critically reflect, evaluate and justify 
decisions

• Creating, imagining and innovating about business context and 
situations, to imagine possibilities, consider alternatives and generate 
solutions

• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision to demonstrate 
how meaning has been formed

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Business Basics Examination — Combination response

Business Functions Investigation — Business report

Business Functions in Action Extended response — Feasibility report

Fundamentals of Business Examination — Combination response
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Business

Unit 1

Business 
creation

• Topic 1: 
Fundamentals of 
business

 − business 
fundamentals

 − fundamentals of 
business case 
study

• Topic 2: Creation 
of business ideas

 − business 
ideation

 − creation of 
business ideas 
case study

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Business 
diversification

• Topic 1: 
Competitive 
markets

 − expanding 
markets

 − competitive 
markets — 
Asian expansion 
case study

• Topic 2: Strategic 
development

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (25%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Investigation — 
business report 
(25%)

Unit 2

Business growth
• Topic 1: 

Establishment of a 
business

 − business start-
up

 − establishment 
of a business — 
franchise case 
study

• Topic 2: Entering 
markets

 − market entry
 − entering markets 
case study

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Business 
evolution

• Topic 1: 
Repositioning a 
business

• Topic 2: 
Transformation of 
a business

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Extended response 
— feasibility report 
(25%)

Summative external 
assessment: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (25%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?
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Design (General)

What is this course about?

The Design subject focuses on the application of design thinking, drawing skills and rapid 
prototyping skills required to develop creative ideas in response to human needs, wants and 
opportunities.

This approach enables students to learn about design through exploring needs, wants and 
opportunities; developing ideas and design concepts; using drawing and prototyping skills; and 
evaluating ideas and design concepts. Students communicate design proposals to suit different 
audiences. In responding to design problems, they will learn how to challenge their own thinking 
and research new knowledge.

In Design, students engage in a design process and design thinking. The integration of 21st-century 
skills, creative and critical thinking, collaboration and teamwork, and effective communication 
skills allow Design students to be well prepared in the design classroom and outside of it.

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed in this course: 
• Exploring
• Developing
• Synthesising and evaluating
• Representing and communicating

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students should achieve a C result in Year 9 English.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• The design thinking and framework 
process

• Design styles
• Economic, social and cultural 

influences on the design process
• Collaborative design processes
• Designing with empathy
• Sustainable design opportunities
• Redesign processes

• Representing design information using drawing and prototyping
• Investigating needs, wants or opportunities to define problems
• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision to respond to 

design problems
• Questioning and problem-posing to propose design concepts
• Evaluating ideas and design concepts to make refinements

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Design Challenge Exam

Retreat Project – Folio

Family Project – Folio

Extra-Curricular Project – Folio
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Design

Unit 1

Design in 
practice

• Topic 1: 
Experiencing 
design

• Topic 2: Design 
process

• Topic 3: Design 
styles

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Human-centred 
design

• Topic 1: Designing 
with empathy

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Examination — 
design challenge 
(15%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Project (35%)

Unit 2

Commercial 
design

• Topic 1: Explore — 
client needs and 
wants

• Topic 2: Develop 
— collaborative 
design

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Sustainable 
design

• Topic 1: Explore — 
sustainable design 
opportunities

• Topic 2: Develop 
— redesign

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Project (25%)

Summative external 
assessment: 
Examination — 
design challenge 
(25%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?
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Digital Solutions (General)

What is this course about?

In Digital Solutions, students learn about algorithms, code and user interfaces by generating 
digital solutions to problems. They engage with data, information and applications to create 
digital solutions that filter and present data in timely and efficient ways whilst understanding the 
need to encrypt and protect data and confidential online records. Students develop creative 
problem-solving, critical thinking, effective communication skills and collaborative techniques. 
They understand the personal, local and global impact of computing and the issues associated 
with the ethical integration of technology into our daily lives.

Students engage in practical problem-based learning that enables them to explore and develop 
ideas, generate digital solutions and evaluate impacts, inputs, processes and solutions. They 
understand that solutions enhance their world and benefit society. Students analyse problems 
and apply computational, design and systems-thinking processes to structure and model digital 
solutions.

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed in this course: 
• Retrieving and comprehending
• Analysing
• Synthesising and evaluating
• Communicating

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students will need to achieve a C result in Year 9 English.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Creating with code
• Application and data solutions
• Digital innovations
• Digital impacts
• Communicate information, processes 

and solutions

• Describing and explaining data, interactions between users, data and 
code and data driven solutions

• Synthesising information and ideas to generate components and digital 
solutions

• Evaluating and refining ideas, components and digital solutions against 
criteria to make recommendations

• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision to determine 
solution requirements

• Questioning and problem-posing to analyse both simple and complex 
digital data exchange problems

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Introduction to Arduino Project

Digital project management — Arduino Project — Folio

App design Investigation — Technical proposal

‘Hello World’ — Introduction to Swift Examination
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Digital Solutions

Unit 1

Creating with 
code

• Topic 1: 
Understanding 
digital problems

• Topic 2: User 
experiences and 
interfaces

• Topic 3: Algorithms 
and programming 
techniques

• Topic 4: 
Programmed 
solutions

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Digital 
innovation

• Topic 1: 
Interactions 
between users, 
data and digital 
systems

• Topic 2: Real-
world problems 
and solution 
requirements

• Topic 3: Innovative 
digital solutions

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Investigation — 
technical proposal 
(20%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Project — digital 
solution (30%)

Unit 2

Application and 
data solutions

• Topic 1: Data-
driven problems 
and solution 
requirements

• Topic 2: Data and 
programming 
techniques

• Topic 3: Prototype 
data solutions

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Digital impacts
• Topic 1: Digital 

methods for 
exchanging data

• Topic 2: Complex 
digital data 
exchange 
problems 
and solution 
requirements

• Topic 3: Prototype 
digital data 
exchanges

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Project — folio (25%)

Summative external 
assessment: 
Examination (25%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?
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Engineering (General)

What is this course about?

The Engineering problem-solving process involves the practical application of Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) knowledge to develop sustainable products, 
processes and services. Engineering includes the study of mechanics, materials science 
and control technologies through real-world engineering contexts where students engage in 
problem-based learning. Students learn to explore complex, open-ended problems and develop 
engineered solutions.

In this course, students will learn to recognise and describe engineering problems, determine 
solution success-criteria, develop and communicate ideas and predict, generate and evaluate 
prototype-solutions. Students justify their decision-making and acknowledge the societal, 
economic and environmental sustainability of their engineered solutions. The Engineering 
problem-based learning framework encourages students to become self-directed learners and 
develop beneficial collaboration, management and information and communication technology 
skills.

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed in this course: 
• Retrieving and comprehending
• Analysing
• Synthesising and evaluating
• Communicating
• Engineering knowledge and problem-solving

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students should achieve a C result in Year 9 Mathematics and a C result in Year 9 English.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Engineering history
• The Engineering problem-solving 

process
• Engineering communication
• Engineering mechanics and materials
• Emerging needs, processes, materials 

and machinery
• Automation
• Civil structures, materials, forces and 

the environment
• Machines in society and machine 

control

• Determining solution success-criteria
• Generating prototype-solutions that assess the accuracy of predictions
• Evaluating and refining ideas and solutions to make justified 

recommendations
• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision to predict 

possible solutions
• Questioning and problem-posing to analyse and examine design 

problems and information

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Engineering Principles Examination

Power & Control Examination

Emerging Materials Project — Folio

Structures Examination
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Engineering

Unit 1

Engineering 
fundamentals 
and society

• Topic 1: 
Engineering history

• Topic 2: The 
problem-solving 
process in 
Engineering

• Topic 3: 
Engineering 
communication

• Topic 4: 
Introduction 
to engineering 
mechanics

• Topic 5: 
Introduction 
to engineering 
materials

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Statics of 
structures and 
environmental 
considerations

• Topic 1: 
Application of 
the problem-
solving process in 
Engineering

• Topic 2: Civil 
structures and the 
environment

• Topic 3: Civil 
structures, 
materials and 
forces

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Project — folio (25%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Examination (25%)

Unit 2

Emerging 
technologies

• Topic 1: Emerging 
needs

• Topic 2: Emerging 
processes and 
machinery

• Topic 3: Emerging 
materials

• Topic 4: Exploring 
autonomy

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Machines and 
mechanisms

• Topic 1: Machines 
in society

• Topic 2: Materials
• Topic 3: Machine 

control

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Project — folio (25%)

Summative external 
assessment: 
Examination (25%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?
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Legal Studies (General)

What is this course about?

Legal Studies focuses on the interaction between society and the discipline of law. Students 
study the legal system and how it regulates activities and aims to protect the rights of individuals, 
while balancing these with obligations and responsibilities.

The course develops an understanding of legal processes and concepts enabling students to 
be better informed and able to constructively question and contribute to the improvement of 
laws and legal processes. Legal Studies explores the role and development of law in response 
to current issues. 

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed in this course:
• Comprehending
• Analysing
• Evaluating
• Selecting
• Creating a response

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students will need to achieve a C result in Year 9 English.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

Legal Foundations:
• Sources of law
• Forms of government
• Analysing and evaluating legal issues
• Three levels of government 
• The rule of law

Essential Skills in Legal Studies:
• Accessing and citing legislation and cases
• Adversarial vs inquisitorial system
• The jury system

Commit the Crime… Do the Time:
• The nature of scope of crime 
• Causes of crime
• Theories of punishment and sentencing
• Mandatory sentencing 

The Legal System:
• Customary law
• The Australian Constitution 
• Separation of powers
• Court hierarchy 
• The Murri Court

• Breaking down complex aspects into component parts to construct 
understanding, then using this understanding to make and verify 
findings and to critically reflect, evaluate and justify decisions

• Encouraging curiosity and posing questions about legal issues, 
the consequent impacts on individuals, groups and society and 
considering solutions

• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision to 
demonstrate how meaning has been formed

• Questioning and problem-posing to analyse and evaluate legal 
issues and situations

• Applying past knowledge to new situations and making meaningful 
connections

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Human Rights Examination – combination response

Essential Skills in Legal Studies Investigation – inquiry report

Commit the Crime…Do the Time Investigation – argumentative essay

The Legal System Examination – combination response
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Legal Studies

Unit 1

Beyond 
reasonable 

doubt
• Topic 1: Legal 

foundations
• Topic 2: Criminal 

investigation 
process

• Topic 3: Criminal 
trial process

• Topic 4: 
Punishment and 
sentencing

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Law, governance 
and change

• Topic 1: 
Governance in 
Australia

• Topic 2: Law 
reform within a 
dynamic society

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (25%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Investigation — 
inquiry report (25%)

Unit 2

Balance of 
probabilities

• Topic 1: Civil law 
foundations

• Topic 2: 
Contractual 
obligations

• Topic 3: 
Negligence and 
the duty of care

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Human rights in 
legal contexts

• Topic 1: Human 
rights

• Topic 2: The 
effectiveness of 
international law

• Topic 3: Human 
rights in Australian 
contexts

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Investigation — 
argumentative essay 
(25%)

Summative external 
assessment: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (25%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?
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Foundation Course: Introduction to Furniture Making Pathways
Additional Learning Option leading to

Certificate II in Furniture Making Pathways

What is this course about?

This qualification provides an introduction to the furnishing trades, including the culture, occupations, 
job roles and employer expectations in the workplace. Students learn essential workplace health 
and safety requirements, information about working in the industry, communication skills, planning 
and preparing for projects, working individually and in teams and basic use of tools and materials. 
The qualification is built around basic furniture making projects that integrate skills and embed the 
facets of employability skills in context.

How will I be assessed?

The assessment instruments completed across this course will consist of the following modes:
• Practical observation
• Learning Management System (LMS) responses
• Photographic evidence
• Theory exams
• Log books

Assessment activities will take place in simulated activities at school.

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students must have completed a Year 9 English course and a Year 9 Mathematics course.

What is the subject matter and what skills will I learn at a preparatory level in Year 10?

Preparatory — Year 10 Foundation Course Employability skills

• Industry practices and production processes 
• Workplace health and safety
• How to manipulate tools and materials
• Personal and interpersonal skills
• Product quality
• Specifications and technical drawings
• Identify and use tools, machines and materials
• Understand industry practices
• Safe practical production processes with hand/power tools and machinery
• Communicate using oral, written and graphical modes
• Organise, calculate and plan material and production processes and evaluate projects

• Communication
• Teamwork
• Problem-Solving
• Initiative and 

enterprise
• Planning and 

organising
• Self-Management
• Manufacturing 

Technology

Year 11 and 12 Certificate II in Furniture Making Pathways

MSAPCI103A
MSFFP2006
MSMSUP106
MSFFM2001
MSFFP2005
MSFGN2001
MSFFP2003
MSFFM2002
MSMENV272
MSFFP2002
MSFFP2001
MSFFP2004

Demonstrate care and apply safe practices at work
Make simple timber joints
Work in a team
Use furniture making sector hand and power tools
Join materials used in furnishing
Make measurements and calculations
Prepare surfaces
Assemble furnishing components
Participate in environmentally sustainable work practices
Develop a career plan for the furnishing industry
Undertake a furniture making project
Apply domestic surface coatings

RTO: TAFE Queensland (0275)
Course code: MSF20516 
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Foundation Course: Introduction to Crime and Justice
Additional Learning Option leading to

Certificate IV Crime and Justice

What is this course about?

The Year 10 Foundation Course is designed to prepare students for entry into the Certificate IV 
Crime and Justice.

In Year 11 and 12, Certificate IV Crime and Justice is an accredited course. The Certificate IV 
Crime and Justice is designed by justice professionals for people who would like to achieve 
employment in the criminal justice system and wish to develop a deeper understanding of the 
justice system.

The Certificate IV Crime and Justice course is designed to provide students with a broad 
understanding of the justice system and develop the personal skills and knowledge which 
underpin employment in the justice system. The Certificate IV Crime and Justice is recommended 
for students looking to gain employment or further study opportunities in a Diploma of Crime and 
Justice at TAFE or Bachelor of Criminology and Criminal Justice or in justice and law related 
employment such as the police service, justice related occupations, corrective services, courts, 
legal offices, customs service and security industry.

Content is delivered in a face-to-face classroom environment through the Certificate IV Crime 
and Justice classes or via course content provided by the trainer and assessor. This can be in 
the format of online reading and activities, and whole-day workshops including three compulsory 
after-school workshops with industry professionals.

Technology required: access to the internet.

How will I be assessed?

The assessment instruments completed across this course will consist of the following modes: 
Evidence contributing towards competency will be collected throughout the program. This 
process allows a student’s competency to be assessed in a holistic approach that integrates 
a range of competencies. Evidence is gathered through the following: written projects, online 
quizzes, observation of skills, and oral and written questions.

*Course fees: $850 for the three year course.  

What is the subject matter and what skills will I learn at a preparatory level in Year 10?

Preparatory — Year 10 Foundation Course Employability skills

Unit 1 – Sources of Australian Law
Unit 2 – Crime and Punishment
Unit 3 – Tort Law
Unit 4 – Brief of Evidence

• Communication
• Teamwork
• Problem-Solving
• Initiative and 

enterprise
• Planning and 

organising
• Self-Management
• Learning
• Technology

Year 11 and 12 Certificate IV in Crime Justice

CJSCOM401
CJSDCP402
CJSSJI403
BSBRES401
PSPREG003
BSBLEG421
BSBLDR414
PSPREG010
BSBLEG523
BSBPEF402

Provide information and referral advice on justice-related issues
Prepare documentation for court proceedings
Analyse social justice issues
Analyse and present research information
Apply Regulatory Powers
Apply understanding of the Australian Legal System
Lead team effectiveness
Prepare a brief of evidence
Apply legal principles in tort law matters
Develop personal work priorities

*Some units may change from year to year.  
RTO: Unity College (32123)
Course code: 10283NAT
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Foundation Course: Introduction to Business
Additional Learning Option leading to

Diploma of Business

What is this course about?

The Year 10 Foundation Diploma of Business course is designed to prepare students for entry 
into the Year 11 and Year 12 Diploma of Business course.

This qualification is suited to the needs of individuals with little or no vocational experience, but 
who possess sound theoretical business skills and knowledge that they would like to develop 
to create further educational and employment opportunities in business.

The Diploma of Business contributes toward QCE and ATAR. The course may lead to university 
credits or prepare students to start working in Administration, Accounting, Marketing, Retail, 
Banking, Finance or Human Resource positions.

The Diploma of Business is provided by Prestige Service Training (RTO) as a timetabled subject 
at Brisbane State High School.

How will I be assessed?

Evidence of student’s work is regularly submitted to show their ability to satisfactorily complete 
the assigned tasks. This process of collecting and providing continuous feedback allows students 
to improve the quality of their work and show competency. Evidence is gathered through the 
following: written projects, classroom activities, group work, reflections, observation of skills, and 
oral and written questions.

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

Students should achieve a C result in Year 9 English.

*Course fees: $2,499 for the two-year Diploma course. Half of the amount is to be paid by the 
end of Year 11, with the remaining balance to be paid prior to graduating in Year 12. Payment 
plans are available with Prestige Service Training.

What is the subject matter and what skills will I learn at a preparatory level in Year 10?

Preparatory — Year 10 Foundation Diploma of Business Employability skills

Microsoft Skills – Word, Excel and PowerPoint
Leadership and Communication
Human Resource Management – Employment Lifecycle Stages
Financial Management
Business Ventures – Market Day
Event Management – Diploma of Business Graduation Ceremony

• Leadership skills
• Communication
• Teamwork
• Initiative and 

enterprise
• Planning and 

organising
• Self-management
• Using technology

Year 11 and 12 Diploma of Business BSB50120 (RTO 31981)

BSBCRT511
BSBFIN501
BSBOPS501
BSBSUS511
BSBXCM501
BSBHRM525
BSBOPS504
BSBPMG430
BSBPEF501
BSBSTR502
BSBMKG541
BSBCMM411

Develop critical thinking in others
Manage budgets and financial plans
Manage business resources
Develop workplace policies and procedures for sustainability
Lead communication in the workplace
Manage recruitment and onboarding
Manage business risk
Undertake project work
Manage personal and professional development
Facilitate continuous improvement
Identify and evaluate marketing opportunities
Make presentations
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Learning area: English

Essential English

Literature

English

English

English Extension

Prep Essential English
Identified students only

Year 11/12Year 10Year 9

Prep Literature

Prep English

Recommended pathway Available pathway Elective

Key

Literature 
 (Year 11)

Literature 
(Year 12)

English and 
Literature 
Extension 
(Year 12)

Accelerated pathway
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English (General)

What is this course about?

The English course offers students opportunities to enjoy language and be empowered as 
functional, purposeful, creative and critical language users who understand how texts can convey 
and transform personal and cultural perspectives. They learn how language varies according to 
context, purpose and audience, content, modes and mediums, and how to use it appropriately 
and effectively for a variety of purposes. 

English focuses on the study of both literary texts and non-literary texts, developing students as 
independent, innovative and creative learners and thinkers who appreciate the aesthetic use of 
language, analyse perspectives and evidence, and challenge ideas and interpretations through 
the analysis and creation of varied texts.

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed in this course: 
• Knowledge application 
• Organisation and development 
• Textual features 

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students must achieve a C result in Year 9 English course to be prepared for this senior course. 

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• A range of literary and non-literary texts including multi-
modal

• Communication processes — language modes
• The English Language — using language and 

understanding the language system including grammar, 
language structure and how meaning is created at the 
word, sentence and text levels

• Literacy — the technical skills of language
• Language features, visual features and text structures 

— how authors use these features to create meaning
• Appreciation of literature — empathy and different 

perspectives

• Listening, speaking, reading, viewing and writing across 
a range of texts and modes

• Inquiring into the aesthetic aspects of texts and 
developing an informed appreciation of literature

• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision 
— striving for accuracy in communication 

• Questioning and problem-posing to explore own and 
others’ thinking

• Thinking about your own thinking and being aware of 
one’s own feelings, thoughts and strategies

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

You Can’t Silence That Extended response (persuasive spoken)

Canons of War (poetry) Creative written (examination)

Connections — Same but Different (novel) Extended response (written)

Star-Crossed Lovers (Romeo and Juliet) Examination
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English

Unit 1

Perspectives and 
texts

• Examining 
and creating 
perspectives in 
texts

• Responding to a 
variety of non-
literary and literary 
texts

• Creating 
responses for 
public audiences 
and persuasive 
texts

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Textual 
connections

• Exploring 
connections 
between texts

• Examining different 
perspectives of the 
same issue in texts 
and shaping own 
perspectives

• Creating 
responses for 
public audiences 
and persuasive 
texts

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Extended response 
— written response 
for a public audience 
(25%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Extended response 
— persuasive 
spoken response 
(25%)

Unit 2

Texts and culture
• Examining 

and shaping 
representations of 
culture in texts

• Responding 
to literary and 
non-literary texts, 
including a focus 
on Australian texts

• Creating 
imaginative and 
analytical texts

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Close study of 
literary texts

• Engaging with 
literary texts from 
diverse times and 
places

• Responding 
to literary texts 
creatively and 
critically

• Creating 
imaginative and 
analytical texts

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Extended response 
— imaginative 
written response 
(25%)

Summative external 
assessment: 
Examination — 
analytical written 
response (25%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?
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Literature (General)

What is this course about?

The subject Literature focuses on the study of literary texts, developing students as independent, 
innovative and creative learners and thinkers who appreciate the aesthetic use of language, 
analyse perspectives and evidence, and challenge ideas and interpretations through the analysis 
and creation of varied literary texts. 

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed in this course: 
• Knowledge application 
• Organisation and development 
• Textual features 

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students must achieve a C result in a Year 9 English course to be prepared for this senior course. 

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Hunting for Witches: The Crucible Extended response (imaginative spoken)

The Pursuit of Happiness: The Great Gatsby Extended response (exam)

The Stories We Tell (poetry) Extended response (imaginative)

Beauty & Brutality: Antony and Cleopatra Examination

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Literary texts — how they are received and responded 
to 

• Literary texts — ways they connect with each other — 
genre, concepts, contexts, style and structure 

• Relationship between language, culture and identity in 
literary texts 

• Power of language to represent ideas, events and 
people 

• Dynamic nature of literary interpretation 
• Close examination of style, structure and subject matter 

of literary texts

• Listening, speaking, reading, viewing and writing across 
a range of literary texts and modes

• Inquiring into the aesthetic aspects of texts and 
developing an informed appreciation of literature

• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision 
— striving for accuracy in communication 

• Questioning and problem-posing to explore own and 
others’ thinking

• Thinking about your own thinking and being aware of 
one’s own feelings, thoughts and strategies
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Literature

Unit 1

Introduction to 
literary studies

• Ways literary texts 
are received and 
responded to

• How textual 
choices affect 
readers

• Creating analytical 
and imaginative 
texts

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Literature and 
identity

• Relationship 
between language, 
culture and identity 
in literary texts

• Power of language 
to represent ideas, 
events and people

• Creating analytical 
and imaginative 
texts

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Examination — 
analytical written 
response (25%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Extended response 
— imaginative 
spoken/multimodal 
response (25%)

Unit 2

Intertextuality
• Ways literary texts 

connect with each 
other — genre, 
concepts and 
contexts

• Ways literary texts 
connect with each 
other — style and 
structure

• Creating analytical 
and imaginative 
texts

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Independent 
explorations

• Dynamic nature 
of literary 
interpretation

• Close examination 
of style, structure 
and subject matter

• Creating analytical 
and imaginative 
texts

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Extended response 
— imaginative 
written response 
(25%)

Summative external 
assessment: 
Examination — 
analytical written 
response (25%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?
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Essential English (Applied)

What is this course about?

For students looking to undertake a vocational or trade pathway for their post-secondary career, 
Essential English best addresses the literacy and language needs of these pathways. This subject 
is best suited to students not intending to gain a university degree for their intended career path 
and may be an appropriate choice for students who have been challenged with the demands of 
Year 7 – 9 English thus far. 

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed in this course: 
• Knowledge Utilisation — awareness and understanding of how the textual elements of texts 

are used to construct meaning and affect the reader; student demonstration of understanding 
of the concepts, identities, times and places represented in the chosen popular text and its 
purpose/context (cultural, social, relation to the audience, etc.)

• Development — student development of multimodal assignment and relationship with the 
audience

• Organisation — organisation and coherence of analysis
• Textual Features — cohesion, mode-appropriate grammar, vocabulary, paragraphing, 

punctuation and spelling, written and digital layout, visual/digital/auditory elements, signed/
spoken elements

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students must have completed the Year 9 English course.

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Write to be Heard Extended response (written)

Listen to Understand Examination

The Collective Human Experience Extended response (spoken)

Reflections on My Humanity Creative response (written)

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Workplace communication — text types and purposes
• Language of travel — destinations and documents
• News media — facts versus fiction

• Listening, speaking, reading, viewing and writing across 
a range of literary and everyday texts and modes

• Expressing and developing ideas
• Interpreting, analysing and evaluating texts
• Questioning and problem-posing before, during and 

after reading
• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision
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Essential English

Unit 1

Language that 
works

• Responding to 
a variety of texts 
used in and 
developed for a 
work context

• Creating 
multimodal and 
written texts

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Language that 
influences

• Creating 
and shaping 
perspectives on 
community, local 
and global issues 
in texts

• Responding to 
texts that seek 
to influence 
audiences

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Extended response 
— spoken/signed 
response

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Common internal 
assessment

Unit 2

Texts and human 
experiences

• Responding to 
reflective and non-
fiction texts that 
explore human 
experiences

• Creating spoken 
and written texts

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Representations 
and popular 
culture texts

• Responding to 
popular culture 
texts

• Creating 
representations 
of Australian 
identities, places, 
events and 
concepts

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Extended response 
— multimodal 
response

Summative internal 
assessment 4: 
Extended response 
— written response

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?
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English and Literature Extension (General) | Year 12 only

What is this course about?

Students enrolled in the Accelerated Literature pathway will transition into English and Literature 
Extension to continue their study in Year 12. This course offers students the opportunity to 
specialise in the theorised study of literature and provides students with ways they might 
understand themselves and the potential that literature has to expand the scope of their 
experiences.

English and Literature Extension uses the lenses of a variety of theoretical approaches to analyse 
and evaluate literary texts to help students explore ways of valuing literature. The subject assists 
students to ask critical questions about cultural assumptions, implicit values and differing world 
views encountered in an exploration of social, cultural and textual understandings about literary 
texts and the ways they might be interpreted and valued. 

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed in this course: 
• Understanding and analysis of literary texts
• Understanding and application of theories
• Evaluation and synthesis
• Controlling textual features and conventions

The assessment instruments completed across this course will consist of the following modes:
• Extended response – reading and theoretical defence; written 
• Extended response – complex transformation and theoretical defence; spoken/signed/

multimodal and written
• Extended response – academic research paper, written

What will help me be successful in this course? (Prerequisite for Year 12)

Students who complete the Accelerated Literature pathway will automatically be enrolled in 
English and Literature Extension in Year 12.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter

• Readings and defences
• Complex transformation and defence
• Exploration and evaluation

Skills

• Listening, speaking, reading, viewing and writing across a range of literary texts and modes
• Inquiring into the aesthetic aspects of texts and developing an informed appreciation of literature
• Expressing and developing ideas
• Interpreting, analysing and evaluating texts
• Creating and editing texts using a range of texts structures and for a purpose
• Reading process and comprehension strategies

21st Century Skills

• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision — striving for accuracy in communication 
• Questioning and problem-posing to explore own and others’ thinking
• Thinking about your own thinking and being aware of one’s own feelings, thoughts and strategies
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English and Literature Extension

Unit 3

Ways of reading
• Readings and defences
• Complex transformation and defence

Assessment
Summative internal assessment 1: Extended 
response — reading and defence (20%)

Summative internal assessment 2: Extended 
response — complex transformation and defence 
(20%)

Unit 4

Exploration and evaluation
• Extended academic research paper
• Application of theory

Assessment
Summative internal assessment 3: Extended 
response — academic research paper (35%)

Summative internal assessment 2: Examination 
 — theorised exploration of a short text (25%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?

Students should have the opportunities in English and Literature to acquire the analytical skills they will need to use 
in English and Literature Extension.
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Learning area: Health and Physical Education
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Key
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Health Education (General)

What is this course about?

A course of study in Health Education teaches students how to enhance their own and others’ 
health. Students will investigate various factors that create and promote life-long health and 
active citizenship. Students will engage with content from the health, behavioural, social and 
physical sciences to investigate and understand complex health issues and problems in the 
context of contemporary society. 

Students are required to investigate sustainable health change at personal, peer, family and 
community levels using an inquiry approach. This approach is informed by the critical analysis 
of health information to plan, implement, evaluate and reflect on action strategies that mediate, 
enable and advocate change through health promotion. These skills will prepare students for 
further study and a diverse range of career pathways.

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed in this course: 
• Recognise and comprehend
• Analyse, critique and organise
• Investigate, synthesise, evaluate and reflect
• Communicating

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students should achieve a B result in Year 9 English and in Year 9 Health and Physical Education. 
Note that there is no practical component in this course.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Health Frameworks Skills and Habits of Mind

• Personal and community health 
issues

• The salutogenic model of health 
• The Australian Institute of Health 

and Welfare’s (AIHW) conceptual 
framework for the determinants of 
health 

• The World Health Organization’s 
(WHO) Ottawa Charter for Health 
Promotion 

• The framework for health 
promotion action 

• Health literacy 
• Social justice principles

• Life course 
perspectives

• Social Cognitive Theory
• REAIM
• Social ecological model
• Diffusions of 

innovations model

• Investigating and synthesising information to 
develop action strategies 

• Evaluating and reflecting on implemented 
action strategies to justify recommendations 
that mediate, advocate and enable health 
promotion

• Thinking about your thinking to determine 
psychological factors, barriers and enablers 
effecting health issues

• Thinking and communicating with clarity 
and precision and being aware of one’s own 
feelings, thoughts and strategies

• Questioning and problem-posing about 
health issues in relation to recognised health 
frameworks

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Introduction to frameworks Examination — Combination response

Body image Examination — Extended response

Healthy relationships Investigation — Analytical exposition

Stress management Investigation — Action research
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Health Education

Unit 1

Resilience as a 
personal health 

resource

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment 1: 
Investigation — 
action research 
(25%)

Formative internal 
assessment 2: 
Examination — 
extended response 
(25%)

Unit 3

Community as 
a resource for 
healthy living

• Elective topic 1: 
Homelessness

• Elective topic 2: 
Road safety

• Elective topic 3: 
Anxiety

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Investigation — 
action research 
(25%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Examination — 
extended response 
(25%)

Unit 2

Peers and family 
as resources for 

healthy living
• Elective topic 1: 

Alcohol
• Elective topic 2: 

Body image

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment 3: 
Investigation — 
action research 
report (25%)

Formative internal 
assessment 4: 
Examination — 
extended response 
(25%)

Unit 4

Respectful 
relationships 
in the post-
schooling 
transition

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Investigation — 
analytical exposition 
(25%)

Summative external 
assessment: 
Examination (25%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?

• Note: Topics highlighted will be studied during the course.
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Physical Education (General)

What is this course about?

The senior Physical Education course examines topics that can be used to enhance performance, 
including energy systems, ethical decision-making, tactical awareness and training. This learning 
involves students’ implementing, analysing and evaluating specialised movement sequences 
and strategies to make decisions to enhance individual and team performance about, through 
and in physical activity. 

The knowledge, understanding and skills taught enable students to explore and enhance their 
own and others’ physical performance in a variety of authentic settings. 

Students in Physical Education learn experientially through a process of inquiry, initiated by 
questions that make connections between the subject matter and physical activity. Physical 
activity then is a medium and context for deep learning, however the physical performance is not 
separately assessed.

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed in this course: 
• Explaining
• Demonstrating and applying
• Analysing
• Evaluating and justifying
• Communicating

Students are assessed through both theoretical and practical elements.

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students should achieve a B result in Year 9 English and in Year 9 Health and Physical Education  
to be prepared for this senior course.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Motor Learning and the dynamic 
systems approach

• Functional Anatomy and Biomechanics
• Access and Equity
• Tactical Awareness
• Ethical Decision-making framework
• Energy systems
• Components of fitness
• Training principles and methods
• Body and movement concepts
• Constraints based learning
• Movement sequences and strategies

• Analysing and synthesising data to devise strategies about movement
• Questioning and problem-posing using an inquiry approach
• Analysing and synthesising data to devise strategies to optimise 

performance
• Thinking about your thinking to determine psychological factors, barriers 

and enablers that influence performance
• Thinking interdependently to evaluate and justify strategies in, about and 

through movement

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Energy and performance Examination

Training programs Project — Folio

Ethics and integrity Investigation — Report

Tactical awareness Project — Folio
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Physical Education

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?

Unit 1

Motor learning, 
functional 
anatomy, 

biomechanics 
and physical 

activity
• Topic 1: Motor 

learning integrated 
with a selected 
physical activity

• Topic 2: Functional 
anatomy and 
biomechanics 
integrated with a 
selected physical 
activity

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment 1: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (25%)

Formative internal 
assessment 2: 
Multimodal — folio 
(25%)

Unit 3

Tactical 
awareness, 
ethics and 

integrity and 
physical activity

• Topic 1: Tactical 
awareness 
integrated with 
one selected 
‘Invasion’ or ‘Net 
and court’ physical 
activity

• Topic 2: Ethics and 
integrity

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Project — folio (25%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Investigation — 
report (20%)

Unit 2

Sport 
psychology, 
equity and 

physical activity
• Topic 1: Sport 

psychology 
integrated with a 
selected physical 
activity

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment 3: 
Multimodal — folio  
(25%)

Formative internal 
assessment 4: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (25%)

Unit 4

Energy, fitness 
and training and 
physical activity

• Topic 1: Energy, 
fitness and training 
integrated with 
one selected 
‘Invasion’, ‘Net 
and court’ or 
‘Performance’ 
physical activity

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Project — folio (30%)

Summative external 
assessment: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (25%)
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Foundation Course: Introduction to Sport, Fitness and Recreation 
Additional Learning Option leading to

Certificate II Sport and Recreation & Certificate III Fitness

What is this course about?

This qualification provides the skills and knowledge for an individual to be competent in a range of 
activities and functions within the fitness industry and sport & recreation environments, including 
working independently in a broad range of settings, such as within fitness centres, gyms, pools, 
community facilities, sporting clubs and schools.

Those with this level of competency have the opportunity to create community fitness programs, 
fitness programs for athletes and teams, group fitness sessions and be able to personal training 
a range of clients in a group setting.

Students with this level of competency will have the ability to plan, conduct and evaluate exercise 
training, provide leadership and guidance to clients and other staff, and possibly deal with 
unpredictable situations. The course will teach students how to provide first aid, assist with 
activity sessions and work effectively in sport, fitness, and recreation environments too.

The Introduction to Sport, Fitness and Recreation is the foundation course students will complete 
in Year 10. Students will commence the Certificate ll Sport and Recreation and Certificate lll 
Fitness in Year 11 and Year 12.

How will I be assessed?

The assessment instruments completed across this course will consist of the following modes:
• Completion of theoretical modules
• This course includes practical based learning. Students need to complete and be competent 

in both theory and practical elements to pass.

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students should achieve a C result Year 9 English. This is a self-paced course where students 
will be required to work individually and in small groups. Students will need to be self-motivated 
and complete modules both at home and at school.

Course fees

• Year 10: Introduction to Sport, Fitness and Recreation Course (including First Aid Certificate): 
$135 and $45 subject levy

• Year 11 and 12: Certificate II in Sport and Recreation and Certificate III in Fitness: $420 and 
$45 subject levy for two-year course
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What is the subject matter and what skills will I learn at a preparatory level in Year 10?

Preparatory — Year 10 Foundation 
Introduction to Sport, Fitness and Recreation

Employability skills

Core Units
BSBTWK201
BSBPEF201
SISSSSCO001
BSBPEF302

Work effectively with others
Support personal wellbeing in the workplace
Conduct sport coaching sessions with foundation level participants
Develop self-awareness

• Communication with 
people from a diverse 
background

• Initiative in 
implementing activities 
to meet the needs of 
others

• Understanding and 
complying with the 
legal and ethical 
responsibilities that 
apply to personal 
trainers understanding 
and respecting scope 
of   practice

• Teamwork
• Problem-solving
• Initiative and 

enterprise
• Planning and 

organising
• Self-management
• Learning
• Technology

Year 11 and 12 Certificate ll Sport & Recreation and 
Certificate lll Fitness Competency

Core units
HLTWHS001 
SISXEMR001 
SISXIND001 
SISXIND002
SISXCAI002
SISXCCS001
BSBWOR202
HLTAID003
HLTAID011 
BSBPOPS304 
BSBPEF301 
SISFFIT032 
SISFFIT033 
SISFFIT035 
SISFFIT036 
SISFFIT040 
SISFFIT047 

SISFFIT052 

Participate in workplace health and safety 
Respond to emergency situations 
Work effectively in sport, fitness and recreation environments 
Maintain sport, fitness and recreation industry knowledge 
Assist with activity sessions 
Provide quality service 
Organise and complete daily work activities 
Provide first aid 
Provide first aid 
Deliver and monitor a service to customers 
Organise personal work priorities 
Complete pre-exercise screening and service orientation 
Complete client fitness assessments 
Plan group exercise sessions 
Instruct group exercise sessions 
Develop and instruct gym based exercise programs for individual clients 
Use anatomy and physiology knowledge to support safe and effective 

exercise 
Provide healthy eating information

RTO: Binnacle Training (31319)
Course codes: SIS20115 Certificate II in Sport & Recreation + SIS30315 Certificate III in Fitness 
(Dual Qualification)
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Foundation Course: Introduction to Sport, Fitness and Recreation 
Additional Learning Option leading to

Certificate II and lll in Sport and Recreation

What is this course about?

This qualification provides the skills and knowledge for an individual to be competent in a range 
of activities and functions within the sport and recreation industry and environments, including 
working independently in a broad range of settings such as community recreation centres, 
outdoor sporting grounds, aquatic centres and outdoor education facilities. 

Those with this level of competency can have the opportunity to gain employment as a recreation 
officer, activity operation officer, sport and recreation attendance, community activities officer, 
leisure services officer or a development officer.

Students with this level of competency will have the ability to plan, conduct and organise schedules 
and use social media tools for collaboration and engagement for sport and recreational facilities. 
Students will learn and engage in practical work of how to maintain sport, fitness and recreational 
facilities and conduct non instruction sport, fitness, or recreational sessions.

The Introduction to Sport, Fitness and Recreation is the foundation course students will complete 
in Year 10. Students will commence the Certificate ll and lll Sport and Recreation in Year 11 and 
Year 12.

How will I be assessed?

The assessment instruments completed across this course will consist of the following modes:
• Completion of theoretical modules
• This course includes practical based learning. Students need to complete and be competent 

in both theory and practical elements to pass.

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students should achieve a C result Year 9 English. This is a self-paced course where students 
will be required to work individually and in small groups. Students will need to be self-motivated 
and complete modules both at home and at school.

Course fees

• Year 10: Introduction to Sport, Fitness and Recreation Course (including First Aid Certificate): 
$135 and $45 subject levy

• Year 11 and 12: Certificate III in Sport and Recreation II in Sport and Recreation: $390 and 
$45 subject levy for two year course
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What is the subject matter and what skills will I learn at a preparatory level in Year 10?

Year 11 and 12 Certificate II and lll in Sport and Recreation Employability skills

Core Units
HLTWHS001
SISXEMR001
SISXCAI002
SISXIND001
SISXIND002
SISXCCS001
BSBWOR202
HLTAID003
BSBSUS201
ICTICT203
BSBTEC201
BSBTEC202
BSBTEC203
SISXCAI004
BSBWOR301
BSBWHS303
SISXCAI003
ICTWEB201

Participate in workplace health and safety
Respond to emergency situations
Assist with activity sessions
Work effectively in sport, fitness and recreation environments
Maintain sport, fitness and recreation industry knowledge
Provide quality service
Organise and complete daily work activities
Provide first aid
Participate in environmentally sustainable work practices
Operate application software packages
Use business software applications
Use digital technologies to communicate in a work  environment
Research using the internet
Plan and conduct programs
Organise personal work priorities and development
Participate in WHS hazard identification, risk assessment and risk control
Conduct non-instructional sport, fitness or recreation sessions
Use social media tools for collaboration and engagement

• Communication with 
people from a diverse 
background

• Initiative in 
implementing activities 
to meet the needs of 
others

• Understanding and 
complying with the 
legal and ethical 
responsibilities

• Teamwork
• Problem-solving
• Initiative and 

enterprise
• Planning and 

organising
• Self-management
• Learning
• Technology
• Coaching
• Officiating
• Planning an 

understanding of sport 
and recreation carnival 
and events

RTO: Binnacle Training (31319)
Course codes: SIS20115 Certificate II in Sport and Recreation + SIS30115 Certificate III in Sport 
and Recreation (Dual Qualification)
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Foundation Course: Introduction to Health Services Assistance 
Additional Learning Option leading to

Certificate III Health Services Assistance

What is this course about?

This course is for those who are interested in a career in the healthcare industry. Certificate 
qualifications will assist students into their health career whilst still at school. Successful 
completion of certificate courses earn credits towards QCE and can be used in the calculation 
of ATAR entry requirements for university. There is an option to continue further study after 
school either at hospital or university in the fields of nursing, midwifery, and allied health including 
physiotherapy, speech pathology and occupational therapy. The health care industry is a growing 
industry and this course will provide clinical skills and practical learning through face-to-face and 
online learning.

How will I be assessed?

The assessment will be completed across the course and will consist of the collection of evidence 
through a range of competencies and completion of modules. Evidence can be gathered via 
written, online quizzes, observation of clinical skills, responses to oral and written questions.

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

A willingness to collaborate with others, learn in a variety of ways in order to develop knowledge 
and skills relevant to the health context.

Preparatory — Year 10 Foundation Health Services

Students will undertake a preparation year studying a bespoke subject designed to give students 
a solid foundation for their future years within the healthcare industry. This subject will align 
across both the HPE and Science faculties where students will study the four following units:

• Lifestyle Diseases 
• Nutrition
• Cardiovascular System
• Infectious Diseases.

Year 11 Certificate II in Health Support Service and Certificate III in Health 
Services Assistance

Students will complete two qualifications over Year 11 — Certificate II in Health Support Service 
and Certificate III in Health Services Assistance. These are delivered by experienced Mater 
Education educators in timetabled classes at school. Through Terms 1 – 3, students will also 
attend a Masterclass at Mater Education on Monday afternoons at Mater Education to enable 
them to practice their skills in a simulated clinical setting.
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HLT23215 Certificate II in Health Support Service

Code Title Status (Core/Elective)

CHCCOM005 Communicate and work in the health or community services Core

CHCDIV001 Work with diverse people Core

HLTINF001 Comply with infection prevention and control policies and procedures Core

HLTWHS001 Participate in workplace health and safety Core

Eight (8) compulsory electives are part of student learning

CHCCCS026 Transport individuals Elective

CHCCCS020 Respond effectively to behaviours of concern Elective

CHCCCS012 Prepare and maintain beds Elective

BSBWOR202 Organise and complete daily work activities Elective

CHCCCS010 Maintain high standard of service  Elective

BSBCUS201 Deliver a service to customers Elective

HLTWHS005 Conduct manual tasks safely Elective

HLTAID003 Provide first aid Elective

AQF qualification HLT33115 Certificate III in Health Service Assistance

AQF level 3

Training package HLT Health

Pre-requisites Must complete the Certificate II in Health Support Services prior.

Code Title Status Core/Elective

Benchmarks/ 
competency standards to 

be achieved
7 core units 
8 electives
At least 6 units from 

nominated list
And up to 2 units form any 

training package

CHCCOM005 Communicate and work in the health or 
community services

Core

BSBMED301 Interpret and apply medical terminology 
appropriately

Core

CHCDIV001 Work with diverse people Core

HLTINF001 Comply with infection prevention and control 
policies and procedures

Core

HLTWHS001 Participate in workplace health and safety Core

HLTAAP001 Recognise healthy body systems Core

BSBWOR301 Organise personal work priorities and 
development

Core

Eight (8) compulsory electives are part of student learning

CHCCCS002 Assist with movement Elective

CHCCCS020 Respond effectively to behaviours of concern Elective

CHCCCS026 Transport individuals Elective

CHCCCS012 Prepare and maintain beds Elective

CHCCCS011 Meet personal support needs Import

CHCCCS010 Maintain high standard of service  Elective

HLTAID003 Provide first aid Elective

BSSCUS201 Provide a service to customers Import
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Year 12 Individual Student Healthcare Pathway

Following the completion of the Year 11 program, Year 12 students will pursue a tailored program 
that aligns with their pathway goals. Year 12 pathways include, but are not limited to:

• CHC33015 Certificate III in Individual Support – Ageing and Disability specialisations (School-
based Traineeship)

• HLT37215 Certificate III in Pathology Collection (School-based Traineeship)
• HLT37315 Certificate III in Health Administration (School-based Traineeship)
• HLT33015 Certificate III in Allied Health Assistance (School-based Traineeship)
• HLT43015 Certificate IV in Allied Health Assistance (School-based Traineeship)
• University courses

Employability Skills

• Communication with people from a diverse background
• Understanding and complying with procedural and ethical responsibilities that apply to 

health industry workers
• Problem solving skills
• Teamwork
• Planning and organising
• Learning
• Self-management
• Technology

Course Fees

• $750. Upon receipt of confirmation of enrolment, to secure your child’s place, a 50% upfront 
payment will be required before commencement of the course in Term 1, with the balance 
payable by the end of Term 3. The course fees are substantially reduced for school students 
as students access the VETiS funding to cover some units of competency studied. 

• Approximately $50 – $70 for uniform scrubs to be worn in hospital setting. 
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Learning area: Humanities
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Ancient History (General)

What is this course about?

Ancient History is concerned with studying people, societies and civilisations of the past, from 
the development of the earliest human communities to the end of the Middle Ages. Students will 
explore the interaction of societies and the impact of individuals and groups on ancient events 
and ways of life, enriching their appreciation of humanity and the relevance of the ancient past. 
Ancient History illustrates the development of some of the distinctive features of modern society 
which shape our identity, such as social organisation, systems of law, governance and religion. 
Ancient History highlights how the world has changed, as well as the significant legacies that 
exist in the present. 

Ancient History enables inquiry-based learning, where students will investigate the past by 
analysing and interpreting archaeological and written evidence. In Year 11, Unit 1, students will 
participate in an archaeological dig at The Abbey Museum of Art and Archaeology, Caboolture.

Students will investigate the problematic nature of evidence and pose increasingly complex 
questions about the past. Students will use skills of historical inquiry, analysis and interpretation 
of sources to formulate reasoned responses. The development of these skills is cumulative, with 
students showing understanding of different and sometimes conflicting perspectives of the past. 

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed in this course:
• Devise historical questions and conduct research
• Analyse historical sources and evidence
• Synthesise information from historical sources and evidence
• Evaluate historical interpretations
• Create responses that communicate meaning

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students must achieve a C result in the Year 9 Humanities course to be prepared for this Senior 
course.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Ancient Egypt
• Ancient China
• Mesoamerica
• The Crusades

• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision to demonstrate 
how meaning has been formed

• Thinking interdependently to consider perspectives and collaborate
• Questioning and problem-posing using an inquiry approach to explore 

evidence
• Applying past knowledge to new situations and making meaningful 

connections

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Ancient Egypt Examination — short response

Ancient China Independent Source Investigation

Mesoamerica Examination — essay in response to historical sources

The Crusades Investigation — historical essay based on research
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Ancient History

Unit 1

Investigating the 
Ancient World

• Digging up the 
past

• Ancient 
societies: art and 
architecture

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Reconstructing 
the Ancient 

World
• Fifth Century 

Athens
• Philip II and 

Alexander III of 
Macedon

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Examination — 
essay in response 
to historical sources 
(25%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Investigation — 
independent source 
investigation (25%)

Unit 2

Personalities in 
their times

• Agrippina the 
Younger

• Alternative choice 
of personality

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

People, power 
and authority

• Rome: Civil 
War and the 
breakdown of the 
Republic

• Augustus

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Investigation — 
historical essay 
based on research 
(25%)

Summative external 
assessment: 
Examination — 
short responses to 
historical sources 
(25%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?
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Economics (General)

What is this course about?

Economics challenges us to use evidence and be innovative when solving problems in a world of 
complex global relationships and trends, where a knowledge of economic forces and flows leads 
to better decisions. In Economics, decision-making is core: how to allocate and distribute scarce 
resources to maximise well-being. 

You will develop knowledge and cognitive skills to comprehend, apply analytical processes and 
use economic knowledge. You’ll examine data and information to determine validity and consider 
economic policies from various perspectives. Economic models and analytical tools are used 
to investigate and evaluate outcomes to draw conclusions. In the process, you will appreciate 
ideas, viewpoints and values underlying economic issues. 

The field of Economics is typically divided into two: microeconomics being the study of individuals, 
households and businesses; and macroeconomics, the study of economy-wide phenomena. 
Within this context, you will study opportunity costs, economic models and the market forces of 
demand and supply. These concepts are applied to real-world issues of how and why markets 
may be modified, and the effects of government strategies and interventions. 

Curiosity is essential when studying Economics — how can we best use and allocate resources 
and production and what are the consequences of trade-offs? Accordingly, learning is centred on 
an inquiry approach that facilitates reflection and metacognitive awareness. Intellectual rigour is 
sharpened by the appraisal of a variety of often-contradictory data and information, which tests 
the role of assumptions in economic models, ideas and perspectives. 

How will I be assessed?

The following syllabus objectives summarise how you will be assessed in this course: 
• Comprehend economic concepts, principles and models
• Select data and economic information from sources
• Analyse economic issues
• Evaluate economic outcomes
• Create responses that communicate economic meaning

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students must achieve a B result in the Year 9 Humanities course—and in Mathematics—to be 
prepared for this Senior course.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Economic systems (scarcity, 
opportunity cost, circular flow of 
income)

• Market failure (price mechanism, 
surpluses and shortages)

• Managing the economy (government 
and intervention)

• International trade (exports and 
imports, directions of trade)

• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision to demonstrate 
how meaning has been formed

• Thinking interdependently to consider perspectives and collaborate
• Questioning and problem-posing using an inquiry approach to explore 

evidence
• Applying past knowledge to new situations and making meaningful 

connections
• Writing clearly and concisely
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Economics

Unit 1

Markets and 
models

• Topic 1: The basic 
economic problem

• Topic 2: Economic 
flows

• Topic 3: Market 
forces

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

International 
economies

• Topic 1: The global 
economy

• Topic 2: 
International 
economic issues

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (25%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Investigation — 
research report 
(25%)

Unit 2

Modified 
markets

• Topic 1: Markets 
and efficiency

• Topic 2: Case 
options of market 
measures and 
strategies

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Contemporary 
macroeconomics
• Topic 1: 

Macroeconomic 
objectives and 
theory

• Topic 2: Economic 
management

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Examination — 
extended response 
to stimulus (25%)

Summative external 
assessment: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (25%)

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

The basic economic problem Examination — combination response

Market failure Investigation — research report

Managing the economy Examination — combination response

International trade
Examination — extended response to 

stimulus

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?
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Geography (General)

What is this course about?

Geography teaches us about the significance of ‘place’ and ‘space’ in understanding our 
world. These two concepts are foundational to the discipline and are built on by the concepts 
of environment, interconnection, sustainability, scale and change. By observing and measuring 
spatial, environmental, economic, political, social and cultural factors, geography provides a way 
of thinking about contemporary challenges and opportunities.

Learning in Geography is underpinned by inquiry through which you will investigate places in 
Australia and global communities. When you think geographically, you observe, gather, organise, 
analyse and present data and information across a range of scales. 

Excursions and use of spatial technologies are central to the study of Geography. They provide 
authentic opportunities for you to engage in real-world applications of geographical skills and 
thinking, including the collection and spatial visualisation and representation of data. Fieldwork 
also encourages participation in collaborative learning. These critical skills are valued in an 
increasingly digital and global world. Students will attend the following Geography excursions:

• Year 10: Gold Coast
• Year 11: Fortitude Valley
• Year 12: Overnight camp at Stradbroke Island

In Geography, you will engage in a range of learning experiences that will develop your geographical 
skills and thinking through the exploration of geographical challenges and the subsequent 
impacts on people, places and the environment. You will be exposed to a variety of contemporary 
challenges affecting people and places across the globe, at a range of scales. These include 
natural and ecological hazards, resource management, climate change, sustainability challenges 
affecting places and communities, food insecurity and the mass movement of people.

How will I be assessed?

The following syllabus objectives summarise how you will be assessed in this course: 
• Explain geographical processes
• Recognise geographic patterns
• Analyse geographical data and information
• Apply geographical understanding to identify impacts and make generalisations
• Propose action and justify recommendations
• Communicate geographical understanding

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students must achieve a C result in the Year 9 Humanities course to be prepared for this Senior 
course.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Environmental change management
• Coastal landscapes
• Geographies of human well-being
• Science of natural hazards

• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision to demonstrate 
how meaning has been formed

• Thinking interdependently to consider perspectives and collaborate
• Questioning and problem-posing using an inquiry approach to explore 

evidence
• Analysing past knowledge to new situations and making meaningful 

connections
• Thinking about your thinking and developing intellectual flexibility
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Geography

Unit 1

Responding 
to risk and 

vulnerability in 
hazard zones

• Natural hazard 
zones

• Ecological zones

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Responding 
to land cover 

transformations
• Land cover 

transformations 
and climate 
change

• Responding to 
local land cover 
transformations

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (25%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Investigation — field 
report (25%)

Unit 2

Planning 
sustainable 

places
• Responding to 

challenges facing 
a place in Australia

• Managing the 
challenges facing 
a megacity

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Managing 
population 

change
• Population 

challenges in 
Australia

• Global population 
change

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Investigation — data 
report (25%) 

Summative external 
assessment: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (25%)

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Environmental change management Examination — combination response

Coastal landscapes Investigation — field report

Geography of human well-being Investigation — data report 

Australian demographies Examination — combination response

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?

Additional information

This course also includes an overnight camp for Year 12.
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Modern History (General)

What is this course about?

In Modern History you have the opportunity to examine traces of humanity’s recent past so you 
may form your own views about the modern world. Through Modern History, your curiosity and 
imagination is invigorated while your appreciation of civilisation is broadened and deepened. 
You’ll learn that the past is contestable and tentative. You will discover how the past consists of 
various perspectives and interpretations. Modern History distinguishes itself from other subjects 
by enabling its students to empathise with others and make meaningful connections between 
the past, present and possible futures. 

Modern History has two main aims. Firstly, Modern History seeks to have you gain historical 
knowledge and understanding about some of the main forces that have contributed to the 
development of the Modern World. Secondly, Modern History makes you think historically and 
form a historical consciousness in relation to these same forces. 

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed in this course: 
• Comprehend terms, issues and concepts
• Devise historical questions and conduct research
• Analyse historical sources and evidence
• Synthesise information from historical sources and evidence
• Evaluate historical interpretations
• Create responses that communicate meaning

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students must achieve a C result in the Year 9 Humanities course to be prepared for this Senior 
course.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Nazi Germany
• World War II
• Civil Rights Movements
• Terrorism

• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision to demonstrate 
how meaning has been formed

• Thinking interdependently to consider perspectives and collaborate
• Questioning and problem-posing using an inquiry approach to explore 

evidence
• Applying past knowledge to new situations and making meaningful 

connections

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Nazi Germany Investigation — independent source investigation

World War II Examination — short response exam

Indigenous Australian Civil Rights Investigation — research essay

Terrorism Examination — essay in response to historical sources
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Modern History

Unit 1

Ideas in the 
Modern World

• Australian Frontier 
Wars

• Imperialism

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

National 
experiences 

in the Modern 
World

• Israel
• Soviet Union

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Examination — 
essay in response 
to historical sources 
(25%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Investigation — 
independent source 
investigation (25%)

Unit 2

Movements 
in the Modern 

World
• Independence 

movement in 
Vietnam

• Non-violent 
movements

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

International 
experiences 

in the Modern 
World

• Australian 
engagement with 
Asia

• Cold War

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Investigation — 
historical essay based 
on research (25%)

Summative external 
assessment: 
Examination — 
short responses to 
historical sources 
(25%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?
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Philosophy and Reason (General)

What is this subject about?

Philosophy and Reason combines the discipline of philosophy with the associated skills of critical 
reasoning. The study of philosophy allows you to recognise the relevance of various philosophies 
to different political, ethical, religious and scientific positions. It also allows you to realise that 
decisions in these areas are the result of the acceptance of certain ideas and specific modes of 
reasoning. In addition, critical reasoning and logic provide knowledge, skills and understanding 
so students are able to engage with, examine and analyse classical and contemporary ideas and 
issues. The study of philosophy enables you to make rational arguments, espouse viewpoints 
and engage in informed discourse. 

Through the study of Philosophy and Reason, you will collaboratively investigate philosophical 
ideas that have shaped and continue to influence contemporary society. These ideas include 
what it means to be human, how we understand the role of reason in our individual and collective 
lives and how we think about and care for each other and the world around us. 

You will analyse arguments from a variety of sources and contexts as they develop an 
understanding of what constitutes effective reasoning. You will formalise arguments and choose 
appropriate techniques of reasoning to attempt to solve problems. The collaborative nature of 
philosophical inquiry is an essential component for you to understand and develop norms of 
effective thinking and to value and seek a range of ideas beyond your own. 

How will I be assessed?

The following syllabus objectives summarise how you will be assessed in this course: 
• Define and use terminology
• Explain concepts, methods, principles and theories
• Interpret and analyse arguments, ideas and information 
• Organise and synthesise ideas and information to construct arguments
• Evaluate claims and arguments inherent in theories, views and ideas
• Create responses that communicate meaning to suit purpose

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students should achieve a minimum C result in their Year 9 Humanities course. 

It is important to note that collaboration with peers is a critical component of this course.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Introduction to arguments
• Applied arguments
• Introduction to ethics

• Questioning and problem-posing 
• Thinking about your thinking to consider construction of a student’s 

own knowledge, i.e. knowledge that is new to the student to develop an 
active approach to learning, where students have the central role 

• Developing self-directed learning over time, as students assume 
increasing responsibility for their learning

• Developing intellectual flexibility and persistence
• Thinking and communicating with precision and accuracy to analyse 

and present a cohesive argument
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Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Informal logic Examination

Political philosophy Extended response — analytical essay

The Good Life Extended response — analytical essay

Formal logic Examination

Philosophy and Reason

Unit 1

Fundamentals of 
Reason

The learning consists 
of the fundamental 
concepts, skills, 
knowledge and 
understanding of 
the discipline of 
philosophy. There are 
no discrete topics in 
this unit.

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Moral philosophy 
and schools of 

thought
• Topic 1: Moral 

philosophy
• Topic 2: 

Philosophical 
schools of thought

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Examination (25%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Extended response 
(25%)

Unit 2

Reason in 
philosophy

• Topic 1: 
Philosophy of 
religion

• Topic 2: 
Philosophy of 
science

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Social and 
political 

philosophy
• Topic 1: Rights
• Topic 2: Political 

philosophy

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Extended response 
(25%)

Summative external 
assessment: 
Examination (25%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?
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Chinese (General)

What is this course about?

Chinese is recognised as an important language for young Australians to learn as Australia 
progresses towards a future of increased trade and engagement with Asia. Migration from China 
has influenced contemporary Australian society in areas such as The Arts, technology and cuisine 
and provides many opportunities for students to engage with speakers of Chinese in daily life. 
Current links between Australia and China include bilateral relationships in trade and investment, 
educational exchanges and research and development in science and technology. 

Learning Chinese provides the opportunity for students to engage with the linguistic and cultural 
diversity of the world and its peoples, to reflect on their understanding of experience in various 
aspects of social life and on their own participation and ways of being in the world. 

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarise how you will be assessed in this course: 
• Understanding and analysing Chinese texts in English and in Chinese
• Creating Chinese texts 
• Exchanging information and ideas in Chinese

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students must achieve a C result in Year 9 Chinese and have participated in the Year 9 course 
for two semesters to be eligible for this course.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Family and friends, school, leisure and travel, social 
issues and cultural events

• Systems of language — including sound, writing, 
grammatical and textual conventions

• Language variation and change — how languages 
vary in use (register, style, standard and non-standard 
varieties) and change over time and place

• The role of language and culture in the exchange of 
meaning

• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision 
to exchange ideas, opinions, experiences, thoughts 
and feelings

• Interpreting and conveying information through a range 
of oral, written and multimodal texts

• Engaging with imaginative experience by participating 
in, responding to and creating a range of texts

• Translating  — moving between languages and cultures 
orally and in writing, recognising different interpretations 
and explaining these to others

• Reflecting — participating in intercultural exchange, 
questioning reactions and assumptions, and 
considering how interaction shapes communication 
and identity

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Clothing
Types of assessment in Languages:

• Examination: short response (listening/reading/viewing). In this exam, students 
respond to Chinese visual, spoken and written texts in English.

• Examination: short response and extended response (reading/writing). In this exam, 
students respond to Chinese texts in English and Chinese, and create texts in Chinese.

• Presentation: response to stimulus. Students create a presentation based on texts 
they have read or viewed.

• Examination: spoken interview. In this exam, students have a conversation with their 
teacher about the topic of study.

Weather and holidays

Eating Chinese style

Health and food
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Chinese

Unit 1

My world
• Family/carers and 

friends
• Lifestyle and 

leisure
• Education

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Our society
• Roles and 

relationships
• Socialising and 

connecting with 
my peers

• Individuals in 
society

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Examination — short 
response (15%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (30%)

Unit 2

Exploring our 
world

• Travel
• Technology and 

media
• The contribution of 

Chinese culture to 
the world

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

My future
• Finishing 

secondary 
school, plans and 
reflections

• Responsibilities 
and moving on

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Extended response 
(30%)

Summative external 
assessment: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (25%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?
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French (General)

What is this course about?

Current links between Australia and the French-speaking world are strong; they include bilateral 
relationships in trade and investment, educational exchanges, research and development 
in science and technology, humanitarian and environmental initiatives and communications, 
strategic and defence priorities. France is a leading destination for Australian travellers and a 
partner in work-exchange opportunities in hospitality, tourism and international relations. 

Learning French provides the opportunity for students to engage with the linguistic and cultural 
diversity of the world and its peoples, to reflect on their understanding of experience in various 
aspects of social life and on their own participation and ways of being in the world. 

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarise how you will be assessed in this course: 
• Understanding and analysing French texts in English and in French
• Creating French texts 
• Exchanging information and ideas in French

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students must achieve a C result in Year 9 French and have participated in the Year 9 course for 
two semesters to be eligible for this course.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Family and friends, school, leisure and travel, social 
issues and cultural events

• Systems of language — including sound, writing, 
grammatical and textual conventions

• Language variation and change — how languages 
vary in use (register, style, standard and non-standard 
varieties) and change over time and place

• The role of language and culture in the exchange of 
meaning

• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision 
to exchange ideas, opinions, experiences, thoughts 
and feelings

• Interpreting and conveying information through a range 
of oral, written and multimodal texts

• Engaging with imaginative experience by participating 
in, responding to and creating a range of texts

• Translating  — moving between languages and cultures 
orally and in writing, recognising different interpretations 
and explaining these to others

• Reflecting — participating in intercultural exchange, 
questioning reactions and assumptions, and 
considering how interaction shapes communication 
and identity

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Travel and leisure
Types of assessment in Languages:

• Examination: short response (listening/reading/viewing). In this exam, students 
respond to French visual, spoken and written texts in English.

• Examination: short response and extended response (reading/writing). In this exam, 
students respond to French texts in English and French, and create texts in French.

• Presentation: response to stimulus. Students create a presentation based on texts 
they have read or viewed.

• Examination: spoken interview. In this exam, students have a conversation with their 
teacher about the topic of study.

Daily routines, health and 
lifestyle

My environment

French contributions to the 
world — history and culture
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French

Unit 1

Ma vie

My world
• Family/carers and 

friends
• Lifestyle and 

leisure
• Education

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Notre société

Our society
• Roles and 

relationships
• Socialising and 

connecting with 
my peers

• Groups in society

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Examination — short 
response (15%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (30%)

Unit 2

L’exploration du 
monde

Exploring our 
world

• Travel
• Technology and 

media
• The contribution of 

French culture to 
the world

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Mon avenir

My future
• Finishing 

secondary 
school, plans and 
reflections

• Responsibilities 
and moving on

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Extended response 
(30%)

Summative external 
assessment: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (25%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?
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German (General)

What is this course about?

German is one of three procedural languages for the European Union and the first language of 120 
million Europeans. In particular, the interplay between culture and language can be seen in the 
global influence of the past and contemporary achievements of German-speaking communities 
in architecture, The Arts, engineering, philosophy, recreational pursuits and scientific innovations, 
particularly those related to environmental sustainability. 

Learning German provides the opportunity for students to engage with the linguistic and cultural 
diversity of the world and its peoples, to reflect on their understanding of experience in various 
aspects of social life and on their own participation and ways of being in the world.  

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarise how you will be assessed in this course: 
• Understanding and analysing German texts in English and in German
• Creating German texts 
• Exchanging information and ideas in German

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students must achieve a C result in Year 9 German and have participated in the Year 9 course 
for two semesters to be eligible for this course.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Family and friends, school, leisure and travel, social 
issues and cultural events

• Systems of language — including sound, writing, 
grammatical and textual conventions

• Language variation and change — how languages 
vary in use (register, style, standard and non-standard 
varieties) and change over time and place

• The role of language and culture in the exchange of 
meaning

• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision 
to exchange ideas, opinions, experiences, thoughts 
and feelings

• Interpreting and conveying information through a range 
of oral, written and multimodal texts

• Engaging with imaginative experience by participating 
in, responding to and creating a range of texts

• Translating  — moving between languages and cultures 
orally and in writing, recognising different interpretations 
and explaining these to others

• Reflecting — participating in intercultural exchange, 
questioning reactions and assumptions, and 
considering how interaction shapes communication 
and identity

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Berlin and city/country life
Types of assessment in Languages:

• Examination: short response (listening/reading/viewing). In this exam, students 
respond to German visual, spoken and written texts in English.

• Examination: short response and extended response (reading/writing). In this exam, 
students respond to German texts in English and German, and create texts in German.

• Presentation: response to stimulus. Students create a presentation based on texts 
they have read or viewed.

• Examination: spoken interview. In this exam, students have a conversation with their 
teacher about the topic of study.

Sports and identity

The environment

Family and friends
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German

Unit 1

Meine Welt

My world
• Family/carers and 

friends
• Lifestyle and 

leisure
• Education

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Unsere 
Gesellschaft

Our society
• Roles and 

relationships
• Socialising and 

connecting with 
my peers

• Groups in society

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Examination — short 
response (15%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (30%)

Unit 2

Unsere Welt 
erkunden

Exploring our 
world

• Travel
• Technology and 

media
• The contribution of 

German culture to 
the world

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Meine Zukunft

My future
• Finishing 

secondary 
school, plans and 
reflections

• Responsibilities 
and moving on

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Extended response 
(30%)

Summative external 
assessment: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (25%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?
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Italian (General)

What is this course about?

Learning Italian offers Australian students access to the rich literary, musical and artistic heritage 
of Italy. As Italian is widely spoken in Australia, many opportunities exist to hear and use the 
language in real-life situations, as well as through the Italian media in Australia and in actual and 
virtual connections with Italian communities in Italy and beyond. 

Learning Italian provides the opportunity for students to engage with the linguistic and cultural 
diversity of the world and its peoples, to reflect on their understanding of experience in various 
aspects of social life and on their own participation and ways of being in the world.

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarise how you will be assessed in this course: 
• Understanding and analysing Italian texts in English and in Italian
• Creating Italian texts 
• Exchanging information and ideas in Italian

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students must achieve a C result in Year 9 Italian and have participated in the Year 9 course for 
two semesters to be eligible for this course.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Family and friends, school, leisure and travel, social 
issues and cultural events

• Systems of language — including sound, writing, 
grammatical and textual conventions

• Language variation and change — how languages 
vary in use (register, style, standard and non-standard 
varieties) and change over time and place

• The role of language and culture in the exchange of 
meaning

• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision 
to exchange ideas, opinions, experiences, thoughts 
and feelings

• Interpreting and conveying information through a range 
of oral, written and multimodal texts

• Engaging with imaginative experience by participating 
in, responding to and creating a range of texts

• Translating  — moving between languages and cultures 
orally and in writing, recognising different interpretations 
and explaining these to others

• Reflecting — participating in intercultural exchange, 
questioning reactions and assumptions, and 
considering how interaction shapes communication 
and identity

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Travel schedules
Types of assessment in Languages:

• Examination: short response (listening/reading/viewing). In this exam, students 
respond to Italian visual, spoken and written texts in English.

• Examination: short response and extended response (reading/writing). In this exam, 
students respond to Italian texts in English and Italian, and create texts in Italian.

• Presentation: response to stimulus. Students create a presentation based on texts 
they have read or viewed.

• Examination: spoken interview. In this exam, students have a conversation with their 
teacher about the topic of study.

Healthy living

My role in society — looking 
after my world

Fairy tales
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Italian

Unit 1

La mia vita

My world
• Family/carers and 

friends
• Lifestyle and 

leisure
• Education

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

La nostra 
società

Our society
• Roles and 

relationships
• Socialising and 

connecting with 
my peers

• Groups in society

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Examination — short 
response (15%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (30%)

Unit 2

Esplorando il 
mondo

Exploring our 
world

• Travel
• Technology and 

media
• The contribution 

of Italian culture to 
the world

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Il mio futuro

My future
• Finishing 

secondary 
school, plans and 
reflections

• Responsibilities 
and moving on

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Extended response 
(30%)

Summative external 
assessment: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (25%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?
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Japanese (General)

What is this course about?

Japanese is recognised as an important language for young Australians to learn as Australia 
progresses towards a future of increased trade and engagement with Asia. Japanese culture 
influences many areas of contemporary Australian society, including The Arts, design, technology, 
fashion, popular culture and cuisine. Japan has been a close strategic and economic partner of 
Australia’s for more than 50 years and there is ongoing exchange between the two countries in 
the areas of education, trade, diplomacy and tourism. 

Learning Japanese provides the opportunity for students to engage with the linguistic and cultural 
diversity of the world and its peoples, to reflect on their understanding of experience in various 
aspects of social life and on their own participation and ways of being in the world. 

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarise how you will be assessed in this course: 
• Understanding and analysing Japanese texts in English and in Japanese
• Creating Japanese texts 
• Exchanging information and ideas in Japanese

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students must achieve a C result in Year 9 Japanese and have participated in the Year 9 course 
for two semesters to be eligible for this course.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Family and friends, school, leisure and travel, social 
issues and cultural events

• Systems of language — including sound, writing, 
grammatical and textual conventions

• Language variation and change — how languages 
vary in use (register, style, standard and non-standard 
varieties) and change over time and place

• The role of language and culture in the exchange of 
meaning

• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision 
to exchange ideas, opinions, experiences, thoughts 
and feelings

• Interpreting and conveying information through a range 
of oral, written and multimodal texts

• Engaging with imaginative experience by participating 
in, responding to and creating a range of texts

• Translating  — moving between languages and cultures 
orally and in writing, recognising different interpretations 
and explaining these to others

• Reflecting — participating in intercultural exchange, 
questioning reactions and assumptions, and 
considering how interaction shapes communication 
and identity

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Self-Reflection and Identity
Types of assessment in Languages:

• Examination: short response (listening/reading/viewing). In this exam, students 
respond to Japanese visual, spoken and written texts in English.

• Examination: short response and extended response (reading/writing). In this exam, 
students respond to Japanese texts in English and Japanese, and create texts in 
Japanese.

• Presentation: response to stimulus. Students create a presentation based on texts 
they have read or viewed.

• Examination: spoken interview. In this exam, students have a conversation with their 
teacher about the topic of study.

Lifestyle, Leisure and Future 
Ambitions

City Life, Country Life

Part-time jobs and home 
stays
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Japanese

Unit 1

My world
• Family/carers and 

friends
• Lifestyle and 

leisure
• Education

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Our society
• Roles and 

relationships
• Socialising and 

connecting with 
my peers

• Groups in society

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Examination — short 
response (15%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (30%)

Unit 2

Exploring our 
world

• Travel
• Technology and 

media
• The contribution of 

Japanese culture 
to the world

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

My future
• Finishing 

secondary 
school, plans and 
reflections

• Responsibilities 
and moving on

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Extended response 
(30%)

Summative external 
assessment: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (25%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?
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Spanish (General)

What is this course about?

Spanish is the second-most spoken language in the world. The migration of Spanish speakers 
to Australia has been ongoing over the centuries and continues into the present. It is currently 
influenced by interest in tertiary education and employment opportunities presented by trade 
agreements in sectors such as mining, agriculture, defence, technology and education. Due to 
this steady history of migration, Spanish remains an important community language throughout 
Australia and there are many opportunities for students to engage with the Spanish language 
and culture in daily life. 

Learning Spanish provides the opportunity for students to engage with the linguistic and cultural 
diversity of the world and its peoples, to reflect on their understanding of experience in various 
aspects of social life and on their own participation and ways of being in the world. 

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarise how you will be assessed in this course: 
• Understanding and analysing Spanish texts in English and in Spanish
• Creating Spanish texts 
• Exchanging information and ideas in Spanish

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students must achieve a C result in Year 9 Spanish and have participated in the Year 9 course 
for two semesters to be eligible for this course.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Family and friends, school, leisure and travel, social 
issues and cultural events

• Systems of language — including sound, writing, 
grammatical and textual conventions

• Language variation and change — how languages 
vary in use (register, style, standard and non-standard 
varieties) and change over time and place

• The role of language and culture in the exchange of 
meaning

• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision 
to exchange ideas, opinions, experiences, thoughts 
and feelings

• Interpreting and conveying information through a range 
of oral, written and multimodal texts

• Engaging with imaginative experience by participating 
in, responding to and creating a range of texts

• Translating  — moving between languages and cultures 
orally and in writing, recognising different interpretations 
and explaining these to others

• Reflecting — participating in intercultural exchange, 
questioning reactions and assumptions, and 
considering how interaction shapes communication 
and identity

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Travel schedules
Types of assessment in Languages:

• Examination: short response (listening/reading/viewing). In this exam, students 
respond to Spanish visual, spoken and written texts in English.

• Examination: short response and extended response (reading/writing). In this exam, 
students respond to Spanish texts in English and Spanish, and create texts in Spanish.

• Presentation: response to stimulus. Students create a presentation based on texts 
they have read or viewed.

• Examination: spoken interview. In this exam, students have a conversation with their 
teacher about the topic of study.

Healthy living

My role in society — looking 
after my world

Spanish contributions to the 
world — history and culture
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Spanish

Unit 1

Mi mundo

My world
• Family/carers and 

friends
• Lifestyle and 

leisure
• Education

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Nuestra 
sociedad

Our society
• Roles and 

relationships
• Socialising and 

connecting with 
my peers

• Groups in society

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Examination — short 
response (15%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (30%)

Unit 2

La exploración 
de nuestro 

mundo

Exploring our 
world

• Travel
• Technology and 

media
• The contribution of 

Spanish culture to 
the world

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Mi futuro

My future
• Finishing 

secondary 
school, plans and 
reflections

• Responsibilities 
and moving on

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Extended response 
(30%)

Summative external 
assessment: 
Examination — 
combination 
response (25%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?
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General Mathematics (General)

What is this course about?

General Mathematics is designed for students who want to extend their mathematical skills 
beyond Year 10 but whose future studies or employment pathways do not require calculus. It 
incorporates a practical approach that equips learners for their needs as future citizens. In Year 
11, students undertaking General Mathematics will study concepts including algebra, matrices, 
trigonometry, networks and finance.

Students will learn to ask appropriate questions, map out pathways, reason about complex 
solutions, set up models and communicate in different forms. They will experience the relevance 
of mathematics to their daily lives, communities and cultural backgrounds. They will develop the 
ability to understand, analyse and take action regarding social issues in their world.

General Mathematics is suited to students who are interested in pathways beyond school that 
lead to tertiary studies or vocational education. A course of study in General Mathematics can 
establish a basis for further education and employment in the fields of business, commerce, 
education, finance, IT, social science and the arts.

How will I be assessed?

The majority of the assessment in this course will be via examinations and a Problem-Solving and 
Modelling Task (PSMT).

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is highly recommended that students have achieved a 
minimum C result in their Year 9 Mathematics course. Note that there is a significant amount of 
Algebra and Trigonometry in this course.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Number
• Trigonometry
• Finance
• Algebra
• Measurement
• Geometry
• Probability
• Statistics

• Thinking flexibly to solve problems using mathematical concepts and techniques
• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision using mathematical, statistical and 

everyday language and conventions
• Evaluating the reasonableness of solutions
• Justifying procedures and decisions by explaining mathematical reasoning
• Demonstrating persistence in applying mathematical concepts and techniques to 

complex, unfamiliar situations

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Algebra; Trigonometry Examination (Term content)

Algebra; Finance; Measurement; Trigonometry Examination (Semester content)

Statistics; Linear Relationships Problem-Solving and Modelling Task

Statistics; Linear Relationships; Geometry Examination (Semester content)
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General Mathematics

Unit 1

Money, 
measurement 
and relations

• Topic 1: Consumer 
arithmetic

• Topic 2: Shape 
and measurement

• Topic 3: Linear 
equations and 
their graphs

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Bivariate data, 
sequences and 

change, and 
Earth geometry

• Topic 1: Bivariate 
data analysis

• Topic 2: Time 
series analysis

• Topic 3: Growth 
and decay in 
sequences

• Topic 4: Earth 
geometry and time 
zones

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Problem-solving and 
modelling task (20%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Examination (15%)

Unit 2

Applied 
trigonometry, 

algebra, 
matrices and 

univariate data
• Topic 1: 

Applications of 
trigonometry

• Topic 2: Algebra 
and matrices

• Topic 3: Univariate 
data analysis

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Investing and 
networking

• Topic 1: Loans, 
investments and 
annuities

• Topic 2: Graphs 
and networks

• Topic 3: Networks 
and decision 
mathematics

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Examination (15%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?

Summative external assessment: Examination 
(50%)
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Mathematical Methods (General)

What is this course about?

The major domains in Mathematical Methods are algebra, functions, relations and their 
graphs, calculus and statistics. Topics are developed systematically, with increasing levels of 
sophistication, complexity and connection and build on algebra, functions and their graphs 
and probability. Calculus is essential for developing an understanding of the physical world. 
The domain statistics are used to describe and analyse phenomena involving uncertainty and 
variation. Both are the basis for developing effective models of the world and solving complex 
and abstract mathematical problems. The ability to translate written, numerical, algebraic, 
symbolic and graphical information from one representation to another is a vital part of learning 
in Mathematical Methods. 

A course of study in Mathematical Methods can establish a basis for further education and 
employment in the fields of natural and physical sciences (especially physics and chemistry), 
mathematics and science education, medical and health sciences (including human biology, 
biomedical science, nanoscience and forensics), engineering (including chemical, civil, 
electrical and mechanical engineering, avionics, communications and mining), computer 
science (including electronics and software design), psychology and business.

How will I be assessed?

The majority of the assessment in this course will be via examinations and a Problem-Solving and 
Modelling Task (PSMT).

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
A minimum B result in their Year 9 Mathematics course or a minimum of a C in their Year 9 
Maths extension course. It is also highly recommended that to pursue Mathematical Methods 
in Year 11, a B standard in maintained throughout the Year 10 course.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Algebra
• Statistics
• Functions
• Probability
• Trigonometry
• Measurement

• Thinking flexibly to solve problems using mathematical concepts and techniques
• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision using mathematical, statistical and 

everyday language and conventions
• Evaluating the reasonableness of solutions
• Justifying procedures and decisions by explaining mathematical reasoning
• Demonstrating persistence in applying mathematical concepts and techniques to complex 

unfamiliar situations

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Linear Relationships Examination (Term content)

Number and Algebra; Statistics; Trigonometry; Non-Linear 
Relationships

Examination (Semester content)

Non-Linear Relationships; Trigonometry Examination (Term content)

Non-linear Relationships; Functions; Trigonometry; Probability; 
Measurement

Problem-Solving and Modelling Task
Examination (Semester content)
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Mathematical Methods

Unit 1

Algebra, 
statistics and 

functions
• Topic 1: Arithmetic 

and geometric 
sequences and 
series 1

• Topic 2: Functions 
and graphs

• Topic 3: Counting 
and probability

• Topic 4: 
Exponential 
functions 1

• Topic 5: Arithmetic 
and geometric 
sequences and 
series 2

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Further calculus
• Topic 1: The 

logarithmic 
function 2

• Topic 2: Further 
differentiation and 
applications 2

• Topic 3: Integrals

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Problem-solving and 
modelling task (20%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Examination (15%)

Unit 2

Calculus and 
further functions
• Topic 1: 

Exponential 
functions 2

• Topic 2: The 
logarithmic 
function 1

• Topic 3: 
Trigonometric 
functions 1

• Topic 4: 
Introduction to 
differential calculus

• Topic 5: Further 
differentiation and 
applications 1

• Topic 6: Discrete 
random variables 1

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Further functions 
and statistics

• Topic 1: Further 
differentiation and 
applications 3

• Topic 2: 
Trigonometric 
functions 2

• Topic 3: Discrete 
and random 
variables 2

• Topic 4: 
Continuous 
random variables 
and the normal 
distribution

• Topic 5: Interval 
estimates for 
proportions

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Examination (15%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?

Summative external assessment: Examination 
(50%)
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Specialist Mathematics (General)

What is this course about?

Specialist Mathematics is designed to be taken in conjunction with, or on completion of, 
Mathematical Methods. It is assumed that work covered in Mathematical Methods will be 
known before it is required in Specialist Mathematics.

The major domains of mathematical knowledge in Specialist Mathematics are Vectors and 
Matrices, Real and Complex Numbers, Trigonometry, Statistics and Calculus. Topics are developed 
systematically, with increasing levels of sophistication, complexity and connection, building on 
functions, calculus, statistics from Mathematical Methods, while vectors, complex numbers and 
matrices are introduced. Functions and calculus are essential for creating models of the physical 
world. Statistics are used to describe and analyse phenomena involving probability, uncertainty 
and variation. Matrices, complex numbers and vectors are essential tools for explaining abstract 
or complex relationships that occur in scientific and technological endeavours. 

Specialist Mathematics is suited to students who are interested in pathways beyond school that 
lead to tertiary studies, vocational education or work. A course of study in Specialist Mathematics 
can establish a basis for further education and employment in the fields of science, all branches 
of mathematics and statistics, computer science, medicine, engineering, finance and economics.

How will I be assessed?

The majority of the assessment in this course will be via examinations and a Problem-Solving and 
Modelling Task (PSMT).

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
A minimum A result in their Year 9 Mathematics course or a minimum of a B in their Year 9 Maths 
extension course.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Circle geometry
• Vectors
• Number theory
• Proofs
• Probability
• Functions
• Advanced algebra
• Complex numbers

• Thinking flexibly to solve problems using mathematical concepts and techniques
• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision using mathematical, statistical and 

everyday language and conventions
• Evaluating the reasonableness of solutions
• Justifying procedures and decisions by explaining mathematical reasoning
• Demonstrating persistence in applying mathematical concepts and techniques to complex 

unfamiliar situations
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Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Circle geometry and Vectors Examination (Term content)

Circle geometry and Vectors; Number theory; Proofs Examination (Semester content)

Probability; Algebra Problem-Solving and Modelling Task

Problem-solving skills; Probability; Algebra; Complex numbers; 
Advanced algebra

Examination (Semester content)

Specialist Mathematics

Unit 1

Combinatorics, 
vectors and 

proof
• Topic 1: 

Combinatorics
• Topic 2: Vectors in 

the plane
• Topic 3: 

Introduction to 
proof

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Mathematical 
induction, and 

further vectors, 
matrices 

and complex 
numbers

• Topic 1: Proof 
by mathematical 
induction

• Topic 2: Vectors 
and matrices

• Topic 3: Complex 
numbers 2

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Problem-solving and 
modelling task (20%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Examination (15%)

Unit 2

Complex 
numbers, 

trigonometry, 
functions and 

matrices
• Topic 1: Complex 

numbers 1
• Topic 2: 

Trigonometry and 
functions

• Topic 3: Matrices

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Further calculus 
and statistical 

inference
• Topic 1: Integration 

and applications of 
integration

• Topic 2: Rates 
of change and 
differential 
equations

• Topic 3: Statistical 
inference

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Examination (15%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?

Summative external assessment: Examination 
(50%)
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Essential Mathematics (Applied)

What is this course about?

Students will benefit from studies in Essential Mathematics because they will develop skills that go 
beyond the traditional ideas of numeracy. This is achieved through a greater emphasis on estimation, 
problem-solving and reasoning, in order to develop thinking citizens who interpret and use mathematics 
to make informed predictions and decisions about personal and financial priorities. 

Students will see mathematics as applicable to their employability and lifestyles, developing 
leadership skills through self-direction and productivity. They will show curiosity and imagination 
and appreciate the benefits of technology. Through this learning, students will gain an appreciation 
that there is rarely one way of doing things and that real-world mathematics requires adaptability 
and flexibility.

Essential Mathematics is an applied subject suited to students who are interested in pathways 
beyond Year 12 that lead to vocational education or work. A course of study in Essential 
Mathematics can establish a basis for further education and employment in the fields of trade, 
industry, business and community services. Students will learn within a practical context related 
to general employment and successful participation in society, drawing on the mathematics used 
by various professional and industry groups.

How will I be assessed?

The majority of the assessment in this course will be via examinations and a Problem-Solving and 
Modelling Task (PSMT).

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students must have completed a Year 9 Mathematics course.

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Number
• Statistics
• Finance
• Measurement
• Probability
• Algebra

• Thinking flexibly to solve problems using mathematical concepts and techniques
• Thinking and communicating with clarity and precision using mathematical, statistical and 

everyday language and conventions
• Evaluating the reasonableness of solutions
• Justifying procedures and decisions by explaining mathematical reasoning
• Demonstrating persistence in applying mathematical concepts and techniques to 

complex, unfamiliar situations

Year 10 Units Year 10  Assessment

Measurement and Trigonometry Examination (term content)

Number and Finance Problem Solving Modelling Task

Probability and Statistics Examination (term content)

Number and Algebra Problem Solving Modelling Task
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Essential Mathematics

Unit 1

Number, data 
and graphs

• Fundamental 
topic: Calculations

• Topic 1: Number
• Topic 2: 

Representing data
• Topic 3: Graphs

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Measurement, 
scales and data

• Fundamental 
topic: Calculations

• Topic 1: 
Measurement

• Topic 2: Scales, 
plans and models

• Topic 3: 
Summarising and 
comparing data

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Problem-solving and 
modelling task

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Common internal 
assessment

Unit 2

Money, travel 
and data

• Fundamental 
topic: Calculations

• Topic 1: Managing 
money

• Topic 2: Time and 
motion

• Topic 3: Data 
collection

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Graphs, chance 
and loans

• Fundamental 
topic: Calculations

• Topic 1: Bivariate 
graphs

• Topic 2: Probability 
and relative 
frequencies

• Topic 3: Loans 
and compound 
interest

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Problem-solving and 
modelling task

Summative internal 
assessment 4: 
Examination

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?
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Biology (General)

What is this course about?

Biology provides opportunities for students to engage with living systems.

Biology is a General subject suited to students who are interested in pathways beyond school that 
lead to tertiary studies, vocational education or work. A course of study in Biology can establish 
a basis for further education and employment in the fields of medicine, forensics, veterinary, 
food and marine science, agriculture, biotechnology, environmental rehabilitation, biosecurity, 
quarantine, conservation and sustainability.

The course aims to develop students’:
• sense of wonder and curiosity about life
• respect for all living things and the environment
• understanding of how biological systems interact and are interrelated
• understanding of major biological concepts, theories and models related to biological 

systems at all scales, for subcellular processes to ecosystem dynamics
• appreciation of how biological knowledge has developed over time and continues to 

develop and influence society in local, regional and global contexts
• ability to plan and carry out fieldwork, laboratory and other research investigations, 

including the collection and analysis of qualitative and quantitative data and the 
interpretation of evidence

• ability to communicate biological understanding, findings, arguments and conclusions 
using appropriate representations, modes and genres

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed throughout the course:
• Describing and explaining scientific concepts
• Applying understanding of scientific concepts
• Analysis of evidence
• Interpretation of evidence
• Investigation of phenomena
• Evaluation of processes and claims
• Communication

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved a minimum 
academic result of

• C in Year 9 Science 
• C in Year 9 English

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Genetics and Evolution
• Plant systems
• Biotechnology
• Energy and metabolism

• Describing and explaining scientific concepts, theories, models and 
systems and their limitations 

• Applying understanding of scientific concepts, theories, models and 
systems within their limitations 

• Evaluating processes, claims and conclusions 
• Communicating understandings, findings, arguments and conclusions 

with clarity and precision
• Questioning and posing problems to analyse and interpret evidence and 

investigate phenomena
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Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Genetics and evolution Examination

Plant systems Student experiment

Energy and metabolism Data test

Biotechnology Research investigation

Biology

Summative external assessment: Examination 
(50%)

Students will have opportunities in Units 1 and 2 to 
experience and respond to the types of assessment 
they will encounter in Units 3 and 4.

Unit 1

Cells and 
multicellular 
organisms

• Topic 1: Cells as 
the basis of life

• Topic 2: 
Multicellular 
organisms

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Biodiversity 
and the inter-

connectedness 
of life

• Topic 1: Describing 
biodiversity

• Topic 2: 
Ecosystem 
dynamics

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: Data 
test (10%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Student experiment 
(20%)

Unit 2

Maintaining 
the internal 
environment

• Topic 1: 
Homeostasis

• Topic 2: Infectious 
diseases

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Heredity and 
continuity of life

• Topic 1: DNA, 
genes and the 
continuity of life

• Topic 2: Continuity 
of life on Earth

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Research investigation 
(20%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?
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Chemistry (General)

What is this course about?

Chemistry is the study of materials and their properties and structure.

Chemistry is a General subject suited to students who are interested in pathways beyond 
school that lead to tertiary study, vocational education and work. A course of study in Chemistry 
can establish a basis for further education and employment in the fields of forensic science, 
environmental science, engineering, medicine, pharmacy and sports science.

The course aims to develop students’:
• interest in and appreciation of chemistry and its usefulness in helping to explain 

phenomena and solve problems encountered in their ever-changing world
• understanding of the theories and models used to describe, explain and make predictions 

about chemical systems, structures and properties
• understanding of the factors that affect chemical systems and how chemical systems can 

be controlled to produce desired products
• appreciation of chemistry as an experimental science that has developed through 

independent and collaborative research
• expertise in conducting a range of scientific investigations
• ability to critically evaluate and debate scientific arguments and claims in order to solve 

problems and generate informed, responsible and ethical conclusions
• ability to communicate chemical understanding and findings to a range of audiences

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed throughout the course:
• Describing and explaining scientific concepts
• Applying understanding of scientific concepts
• Analysis of evidence
• Interpretation of evidence
• Investigation of phenomena
• Evaluation of processes and claims
• Communication

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved a minimum 
academic result of:

• B in Year 9 Science
• C in Year 9 English
• B in Year 9 Mathematics or C in Year 9 Mathematics Extension

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Periodic table and trends
• Atomic structure
• Analytical technologies
• Stoichiometry
• Introduction to bonding
• Isotopes
• Chemical reactions
• Rates of reaction
• Compounds and mixtures

• Describing and explaining scientific concepts, theories, models and 
systems and their limitations 

• Applying understanding of scientific concepts, theories, models and 
systems within their limitations 

• Evaluating processes, claims and conclusions 
• Communicating understandings, findings, arguments and conclusions 

with clarity and precision
• Questioning and posing problems to analyse and interpret evidence and 

investigate phenomena
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Chemistry

Summative external assessment: Examination 
(50%)

Students will have opportunities in Units 1 and 2 to 
experience and respond to the types of assessment 
they will encounter in Units 3 and 4.

Unit 1

Chemical 
fundamentals—

structure, 
properties and 

reactions
• Topic 1: Properties 

and structure of 
atoms

• Topic 2: Properties 
and structure of 
materials

• Topic 3: Chemical 
reactions—
reactants, 
products and 
energy change

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Equilibrium, 
acids and redox 

reactions
• Topic 1: Chemical 

equilibrium 
systems

• Topic 2: Oxidation 
and reduction

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: Data 
test (10%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Student experiment 
(20%)

Unit 2

Molecular 
interactions and 

reactions
• Topic 1: 

Intermolecular 
forces and gases

• Topic 2: Aqueous 
solutions and 
acidity

• Topic 3: Rates of 
chemical reactions

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Structure, 
synthesis and 

design
• Topic 1: Properties 

and structure of 
organic materials

• Topic 2: Chemical 
synthesis and 
design

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Research investigation 
(20%)

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Atoms, elements and chemical equations Examination

Rates of reaction Student experiment

Atomic structure, Periodic Table and trends Data test

Chemical reactions Research investigation

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?
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Physics (General)

What is this course about?

Physics provides opportunities for students to engage with the classical and modern 
understanding of the universe.

Physics is a General subject suited to students who are interested in pathways beyond school 
that lead to tertiary studies, vocational education or work. A course of study in Physics can 
establish a basis for further education and employment in the fields of science, engineering, 
medicine and technology.

The course aims to develop students’:
• understanding that diverse natural phenomena may be explained, analysed and predicted
• understanding of the ways in which matter and energy interact in physical systems across 

a range of scales
• understanding of the ways in which models and theories are refined and how physics 

knowledge is used in a wide range of contexts
• investigative skills, including designing and conducting of investigations to explore 

phenomena and solve problems, collection and analysis of qualitative and quantitative data 
and interpretation of evidence

• ability to use accurate and precise measurement, valid and reliable evidence and 
scepticism and intellectual rigour to evaluate claims

• ability to communicate physics understanding, findings, arguments and conclusions using 
appropriate representations, modes and genres

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed throughout the course:
• Describing and explaining scientific concepts
• Applying understanding of scientific concepts
• Analysis of evidence
• Interpretation of evidence
• Investigation of phenomena
• Evaluation of processes and claims
• Communication

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved a minimum 
academic result of:

• B in Year 9 Science
• C in Year 9 English
• B in Year 9 Mathematics
• C in Year 9 Mathematics Extension

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Motion
• Newton’s Laws
• Energy
• Electric circuits
• Space science
• Thermodynamics

• Describing and explaining scientific concepts, theories, models and 
systems and their limitations 

• Applying understanding of scientific concepts, theories, models and 
systems within their limitations 

• Evaluating processes, claims and conclusions 
• Communicating understandings, findings, arguments and conclusions 

with clarity and precision
• Questioning and posing problems to analyse and interpret evidence and 

investigate phenomena
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Physics

Summative external assessment: Examination 
(50%)

Students will have opportunities in Units 1 and 2 to 
experience and respond to the types of assessment 
they will encounter in Units 3 and 4.

Unit 1

Thermal, nuclear 
and electrical 

physics
• Topic 1: Heating 

processes
• Topic 2: Ionising 

radiation and 
nuclear reactions

• Topic 3: Electrical 
circuits

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Gravity and 
electromagnetism
• Topic 1: Gravity 

and motion
• Topic 2: 

Electromagnetism

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: Data 
test (10%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Student experiment 
(20%)

Unit 2

Linear motion 
and waves

• Topic 1: Linear 
motion and force

• Topic 2: Waves

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Revolutions in 
modern physics

• Topic 1: Special 
relativity

• Topic 2: Quantum 
theory

• Topic 3: The 
Standard Model

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Research investigation 
(20%)

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Space science Research investigation

Space science; Linear motion Examination

Energy and electricity Data test

Thermodynamics Student experiment

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?
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Psychology (General)

What is this course about?

Psychology is the scientific study of the human mind and its functions, especially those affecting 
how people behave, think and feel.

Psychology is a General subject suited to students who are interested in pathways beyond Year 
12 that lead to tertiary studies, vocational education or work. A course of study in Psychology 
can establish a basis for further education and employment in the fields of health, law, business 
and education.

The course aims to develop students’:
• interest in psychology and their appreciation of how this knowledge can be used to 

understand contemporary issues
• appreciation of the complex interactions, involving multiple parallel processes, that 

continually influences human behaviour
• understanding that psychological knowledge has developed over time and is used in a 

variety of contexts and is informed by social, cultural and ethical considerations
• ability to conduct a variety of field research and laboratory investigations involving collection 

and analysis of qualitative and quantitative data and interpretation of evidence
• ability to critically evaluate psychological concepts, interpretations, claims and conclusions 

with reference to evidence
• ability to communicate psychological understandings, findings, arguments and conclusions 

using appropriate representations modes and genres

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed throughout the course:
• Describing and explaining scientific concepts
• Applying understanding of scientific concepts
• Analysis of evidence
• Interpretation of evidence
• Investigation of phenomena
• Evaluation of processes and claims
• Communication

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved a minimum 
academic result of:

• B in Year 9 Science
• C in Year 9 English

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Memory and research methods
• Analysis and interpretation of evidence
• The role of the brain
• Cognitive development
• Personality and forensic psychology

• Describing and explaining scientific concepts, theories, models and 
systems and their limitations 

• Applying understanding of scientific concepts, theories, models and 
systems within their limitations 

• Evaluating processes, claims and conclusions 
• Communicating understandings, findings, arguments and conclusions 

with clarity and precision
• Questioning and posing problems to analyse and interpret evidence and 

investigate phenomena
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Psychology

Summative external assessment: Examination 
(50%)

Students will have opportunities in Units 1 and 2 to 
experience and respond to the types of assessment 
they will encounter in Units 3 and 4.

Unit 1

Individual 
development

• Topic 1: 
Psychological 
science A

• Topic 2: The role 
of the brain

• Topic 3: Cognitive 
development

• Topic 4: Human 
consciousness 
and sleep

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Individual 
thinking

• Topic 1: 
Localisation of 
function in the 
brain

• Topic 2: Visual 
perception

• Topic 3: Memory
• Topic 4: Learning

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: Data 
test (10%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Student experiment 
(20%)

Unit 2

Individual 
behaviour

• Topic 1: 
Psychological 
science B

• Topic 2: 
Intelligence

• Topic 3: Diagnosis
• Topic 4: 

Psychological 
disorders and 
treatments

• Topic 5: Emotion 
and motivation

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

The influence of 
others

• Topic 1: Social 
psychology

• Topic 2: 
Interpersonal 
processes

• Topic 3: Attitudes
• Topic 4: 

Cross-cultural 
psychology

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Research 
investigation (20%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?

Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Memory and research methods Data test

Memory Student experiment

Cognitive development and role of the brain Examination

Cognitive development and role of the brain Research investigation
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Learning area: The Arts
Year 11/12Year 10Year 9

Dance

Drama

Film, Television and
New Media

Dance

Drama

Film, Television and 
New Media

Visual Art

Prep Dance

Prep Drama

Prep Film, Television 
and New Media

Visual Art Prep Visual Art

Recommended pathway Available pathway Elective

Key

*If students select this option, they must 
drop another subject to enrol in 

Music Extension (Year 12)

Music Music 

Option to take Music 
Extension in 

Year 12 if taking Prep 
to Year 11 and 12 
Music pathway* 

Prep Music

Music Extension
Music 

 (Year 11) 
Unit 1 and 2 General Music

Music 
(Year 12)
Unit 3 and 4 

General Music

Music 
Extension 
(Year 12)

General Music 
Extension

(By audition only)

Accelerated pathway
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Dance (General)

What is this course about?

Dance uses the body as an instrument for expression and communication of ideas. It encourages 
the holistic development of a person, providing a way of knowing about oneself, others and the 
world. It is a means by which cultural heritage is preserved and translated through time. Engaging 
in dance allows students to develop important, lifelong skills. Dance provides opportunities for 
students to critically examine and reflect on their world through higher-order thinking and movement. 
Students will study dance as both artist and audience, in various genres and styles, embracing a 
variety of cultural, societal and historical viewpoints integrating new technologies in all facets of the 
subject. Senior Dance students will work with professional and alumni artists in practical workshops 
exploring choreography, performance, site and style-specific techniques and screen dance. 

Exploring dance through the lens of making (choreography and performance) and responding 
engages students in creative and critical thinking. As students create and communicate meaning 
through dance, they develop aesthetic and kinaesthetic intelligence in addition to personal and 
social skills. Self-confidence is developed alongside an awareness of, and respect for, the body. 
The study of this subject increases the quality of personal and physical well-being and fosters social 
inclusion through focused experiences of valued collaborative practice.

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed in this course:
• Demonstrate an understanding of dance concepts and skills
• Apply literacy skills
• Organise and apply the dance concepts
• Apply technical skills
• Realise meaning through expressive skills
• Create dance to communicate meaning 
• Analyse and interpret dance concepts and skills
• Evaluate dance, justifying the use of dance concepts and skills

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students must achieve a C result in Year 9 English to be ready for this course. Students should be 
committed to working in the art form as both an artist and audience. Prior experience in an Arts 
course would be beneficial, but is not essential. 

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Purpose, context and viewpoints of dance in various 
genres and styles, current and historical

• Dance concepts (elements of dance, structure and 
production elements) and dance skills (technical and 
expressive)

• Kinaesthetic (body), visual, aural and digital literacies
• Choreographic devices and form
• The interplay between technical and expressive skills
• Physical capabilities (including control, coordination, 

balance, strength, flexibility, alignment, timing, extension 
and spatial awareness)

• Perform genre- and style-specific techniques or 
movements to communicate meaning

• Creating, imagining and innovating movement into 
sequences and sections to structure dance work

• Using elements of dance, structure and production 
elements to manipulate movement

• Analysing, interpreting and evaluating movement 
choices, dance concepts and skills in various artistic, 
aesthetic and cultural viewpoints

• Realising meaning through expressive skills and genre 
and style-specific techniques

• Problem-solving, improvising, critically reflecting, 
planning and making decisions in the choreographing 
of dance to create dance to communicate meaning
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Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Unit 1: Dance in Australia
1. Extended Response – responding to performance
2. Choreography and Statement of Intent

Unit 2: Popular Dance 3. Performance (popular dance fusion)

Unit 3: Musical Theatre
4. Project: Choreography and Responding (Statement of Intent and 

Evaluative Response)

Dance

Unit 1

Moving bodies

How does dance 
communicate 
meaning for different 
purposes and in 
different contexts?

• Genres
 − Contemporary
 − Modern Dance
 − Hip Hop

• Subject matter:
 − meaning, 
purpose and 
context

 − historical and 
cultural origins 
of focus genres

Assessment

Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Moving 
statements

How is dance used 
to communicate 
viewpoints?

• Genres
 − Contemporary 
(focus)

 − Ballet, Jazz, 
Musical Theatre, 
Modern Dance 
and others

• Subject matter:
 − social, political 
and cultural 
influences on 
dance

Assessment

Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Performance (20%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Choreography (20%)

Unit 2

Moving through 
environments

How does the 
integration of 
the environment 
shape dance to 
communicate 
meaning?

• Genres
 − Contemporary
 − Musical Theatre
 − Screen Dance

• Subject matter:
 − physical dance 
environments 
including site-
specific dance

 − virtual dance 
environments

Assessment

Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Moving my way

How does dance 
communicate 
meaning for me?

• Genres
 − fusion of 
movement styles

• Subject matter:
 − developing 
a personal 
movement style

 − personal 
viewpoints and 
influences on 
genre and style

Assessment

Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Dance work (35%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?

Summative external assessment: Examination 
(25%)
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Drama (General)

What is this course about?

Drama engages students in imaginative meaning-making processes and uses a range of artistic 
skills as they make and respond to dramatic works. The range of purposes, contexts and audiences 
provides students with opportunities to experience, reflect on, understand, communicate, 
collaborate and appreciate different perspectives of themselves, others and the world in which 
they live. In Drama, students engage in aesthetic learning experiences that develop the 21st century 
skills of critical and creative thinking, communication, collaboration and teamwork, and personal 
and social skills as well as information and communication technologies (ICT) skills. Students learn 
how to reflect on their artistic, intellectual, emotional and kinaesthetic understanding as creative 
and critical thinkers and curious artists. Additionally, Drama students develop personal confidence, 
skills of inquiry and social skills as they work collaboratively with others.

Across the course of study, students will learn about the dramatic languages and how these 
contribute to the creation, interpretation and critique of dramatic action and meaning for a range 
of purposes. Senior Drama students will engage with professional artists and companies to 
view live theatre and participate in practical workshops exploring various theatre styles and 
techniques. This course allows students to look to the past with curiosity and explore inherited 
traditions of artistry—such as Shakespearian and Greek performance texts—to inform their own 
artistic practice and shape their world as global citizens. The unique learning that takes place in 
Drama promotes a deeper and more empathetic understanding and appreciation of others and 
communities, developing the individual holistically for life after school. Innovation and creative 
thinking are at the forefront of this subject, which contributes to equipping students with highly 
transferable skills, encouraging them to imagine future perspectives and possibilities.

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed in this course:
• Demonstrating an understanding of the elements of drama
• Manipulating dramatic languages to create dramatic action and meaning
• Interpreting purpose and context
• Applying and evaluating the use of dramatic languages
• Applying digital literacy skills to communicate ideas
• Applying and structuring the dramatic languages to transform text 
• Evaluating and justifying the use of elements of drama and conventions 

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students must achieve a C result in Year 9 English to be ready for this course. Students should 
be committed to working in the art form as both an artist and audience. Prior experience in an 
Arts course would be beneficial, but is not essential. 
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Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Humanity: using realism to explore human 
experience

Performance — published text

Humanity: using documentary drama to 
question human experience

Extended response — Responding (written)

Shakespeare and contemporary theatre: 
re-imagining Shakespearean texts to 
reflect contemporary themes and ideas

Project — Director Pitch
     Performance (group)

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Elements of drama
• Principles of narrative (story) and how these principles 

are shaped to communicate meaning
• Forms and styles of drama that reflect the ‘lived 

experience,’ e.g. realism, verbatim, documentary drama
• Understanding that meaning can be generated from 

different viewpoints and shift according to different 
world encounters

• Explore and perform the roles of actor, director, writer 
and audience

• Engage with heritage and contemporary texts
• Creation of drama through forms such as scriptwriting, 

improvisation, rehearsed performance, etc.
• Viewing, appreciating and responding to live theatre

• Performing, applying and analysing the elements, 
skills, processes, forms, styles and techniques of 
drama 

• Evaluating and justifying the use of dramatic 
languages to communicate dramatic meaning

• Synthesising and arguing a position about dramatic 
action and meaning

• Using voice and body (movement, facial expression, 
gesture, posture, vocal projection, articulation, 
authentic delivery of text) and the production 
components of props, costumes, lighting, sound and 
staging equipment and performance spaces

• Connecting to themes in texts intellectually, 
emotionally and physically 

• Analysing and evaluating elements and conventions 
in live work, and practice responding under timed 
conditions
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Drama

Unit 1

Share

How does drama 
promote shared 
understandings 
of the human 
experience?

• Cultural histories 
and inherited 
conventions of 
storytelling

• Oral history and 
emerging practices

• A range of linear 
and non-linear 
forms

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Challenge
How can we use 
drama to challenge 
our understanding of 
humanity?

• Theatre of Social 
Comment, 
including Theatre 
of the Absurd and 
Epic Theatre

• Associated 
conventions of 
styles and texts

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Performance (20%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Project — dramatic 
concept (20%)

Unit 2

Reflect
How is drama 
shaped to reflect 
lived experience?

• Realism, including 
Magical Realism, 
Australian Gothic

• Associated 
conventions of 
styles and texts

• Shaping and 
manipulating texts 
for performance

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Transform
How can you 
transform dramatic 
practice?

• Contemporary 
performance

• Associated 
conventions of 
contemporary 
styles (Greek or 
Shakespeare)

• Inherited texts as 
stimulus

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Project — practice-
led project (35%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?

Summative external assessment: Examination 
(25%)
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Film, Television and New Media (General)

What is this course about?

Film, Television and New Media (FTVNM) uses an inquiry learning model, developing critical 
thinking skills and creative capabilities through the exploration of five key concepts that operate 
in the contexts of production and use. The key concepts of technologies, representations, 
audiences, institutions and languages are drawn from a range of contemporary media theories 
and practices. 

Through making and responding to moving-image media products, students will develop a 
respect for diverse perspectives and a critical awareness of the expressive, functional and 
creative potential of moving-image media in a diverse range of global contexts.

By studying Film, Television and New Media, students will develop knowledge and skills in 
creative thinking, communication, collaboration, planning, critical analysis and digital and 
ethical citizenship. They will develop the necessary critical and creative skills to reflect on and 
appreciate Australian and global cultures and make sense of what they see and experience. 

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed in this course:
• Explain the features of moving-image media content and practices
• Symbolise conceptual ideas and stories
• Construct proposals and construct moving-image media products
• Apply literacy skills
• Analyse moving-image products and contexts of production and use
• Structure visual, audio and text elements to make moving-image media products
• Experiment with ideas for moving-image media products
• Appraise film, television and new media products, practices and viewpoints
• Synthesise visual, audio and text elements to solve conceptual and creative problems

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students must achieve a C result in Year 9 English to be ready for this course. Students should 
be committed to working in the art form as both an artist and audience. Prior experience in an 
Arts course would be beneficial but is not essential. 

Film, Television and New Media (General) continues on the next page.
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Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Semester 1: But... what does it mean?
Examination — Extended response (written)
Making — design trailer
Making — group production

Semester 2: Making a mockery
Case Study Investigation — Extended written
Project — screenplay and mockumentary
Reflection — Director’s commentary

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Technologies — moving-image media tools and 
associated processes to create meaning

• Manipulate languages (signs and symbols, codes and 
conventions) to create meaning in moving-image media 
texts 

• Understand how institutional practices are influenced 
by social, political and economic factors

• Story forms, styles, genres, structures
• Media participation 
• Audience contexts and participation and how these 

impact storytelling 
• Representation of people, places, events, ideas and 

emotions

• Creating, imagining and innovating using images, 
sounds and texts as signs, codes and conventions to 
signify meaning

• Constructing and arranging visual, audio and text 
elements according to a plan and sequencing them 
systematically, explaining reasoning for choices

• Experimenting in order to solve problems and create ideas 
for moving-image media products that address a brief

• Making judgments and drawing conclusions about the 
worth, significance or status of moving-image products

• Solving conceptual, technical or creative problems 
by using film, television and new media practices to 
combine moving-image elements into a moving-image 
media product

Film, Television and New Media (General) continues on the next page.

Continued from previous page.
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Film, Television and New Media

Unit 1

Foundation
• Concept: 

technologies
 − How are tools 
and associated 
processes 
used to create 
meaning?

• Concept: 
institutions

 − How are 
institutional 
practices 
influenced by 
social, political 
and economic 
factors?

• Concept: 
languages

 − How do signs 
and symbols, 
codes and 
conventions 
create meaning?

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment 1: Close 
analysis (15%)

Formative internal 
assessment 2: 
Suspense project 
(25%)

Unit 3

Participation
• Concept: 

technologies
 − How do 
technologies 
enable or 
constrain 
participation?

• Concept: 
audiences

 − How do different 
contexts and 
purposes impact 
the participation 
of individuals 
and cultural 
groups?

• Concept: 
institutions

 − How is 
participation 
in institutional 
practices 
influenced by 
social, political 
and economic 
factors?

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: Case 
study investigation 
(15%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: Multi-
platform project 
(25%)

Unit 2

Story forms
• Concept: 

representations
 − How do 
representations 
function in story 
forms?

• Concept: 
audiences

 − How does the 
relationship 
between story 
forms and 
meaning change 
in different 
contexts?

• Concept: 
languages

 − How are media 
languages used 
to construct 
stories?

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment 3: Genre 
project (35%)

Formative internal 
assessment 4: 
Examination 
(extended response) 
(25%)

Unit 4

Identity
• Concept: 

technologies
 − How do 
media artists 
experiment with 
technological 
practices?

• Concept: 
representations

 − How do media 
artists portray 
people, places, 
events, ideas 
and emotions?

• Concept: 
languages

 − How do media 
artists use signs, 
symbols, codes 
and conventions 
in experimental 
ways to create 
meaning?

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Stylistic project 
(35%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?

Summative external assessment: Examination 
(25%)
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Music (General)

What is this course about?

Music is a unique art form that uses sound and silence as a means of personal expression. 
It allows for the expression of the intellect, imagination and emotion and the exploration 
of values. Music occupies a significant place in everyday life of all cultures and societies, 
serving social, cultural, celebratory, political and educational roles.

Through composition, students use music elements and concepts, applying their knowledge 
and understanding of compositional devices to create new music works. Through 
performance, students sing and play music, demonstrating their practical music skills 
through refining solo and/or ensemble performances. In musicology, students explain music 
elements and concepts, analysing music in a variety of contexts, styles and genres and 
evaluate through the synthesis of analytical information to justify a viewpoint.

In an age of change, music has the means to prepare students for a future of unimagined 
possibilities; in Music, students develop highly transferable skills and the capacity for flexible 
thinking and doing. Students develop the capacity for working independently and collaboratively, 
reflecting authentic practices of music performers, composers and audiences. 

In Year 10 Music, students have the opportunity to explore, develop and refine their skills 
through workshops, engagement with professional performances and explorations of Jazz, 
Rock and Roll, and Film music genres before going on to explore a wide variety of genres and 
concepts in Year 11 and 12 Music.

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed in this course:
• Demonstrate technical skills 
• Explain music elements and concepts
• Use music elements and concepts
• Analyse music
• Apply compositional devices
• Apply literacy skills
• Interpret music elements and concepts
• Evaluate music to justify the use of music elements and concepts
• Realise music ideas
• Resolve music ideas

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the 
following: Students must achieve a C result in Year 9 English to be ready for this course. 
Students should be committed to working in the art form as both an artist and audience. 
Prior experience in an Arts course would be beneficial but is not essential. 

Music (General) continues on the next page.
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Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Semester 1: Rock and Jazz Music
Performance (including Performance statement)
Competition (including Competition statement)

Semester 2: Music of the Movies
Project
Extended response (written)

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? What are the skills and Habits of Mind 
I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Technical skills specific to instrument or sound source
• Musical elements (duration, expressive devices, pitch, 

structure, texture, timbre) and concepts (e.g. dynamics, 
contrast, rhythm)

• Repertoire and music sources 
• Music texts from various historical, cultural contexts, 

styles and genres 
• Stylistic characteristics
• Compositional processes and devices (accompaniment, 

contrast, development, subject/theme, transition, unity, 
variation) to create compositions

• Performance of music 

• Exhibiting technical skills in performance that are 
specific to the instrument or sound source

• Explaining and analysing the constituent parts and the 
relationship between music elements, concepts and 
stylistic characteristics

• Interpreting and shaping music elements and concepts 
in performance 

• Evaluating music to justify the use of music elements 
and concepts in relation to purpose and context, 
examining and determining the value or significance of 
music from various perspectives

• Creating, imagining and innovating to communicate 
meaning in performance and competition

Music (General) continues on the next page.

Continued from previous page.
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Music

Unit 1

Designs
Through inquiry 
learning, the 
following is explored:

How does the 
treatment and 
combination of 
different music 
elements enable 
musicians to 
design music that 
communicates 
meaning through 
performance and 
composition?

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s 
Performance (20%) 
Composition (20%)

Unit 3

Innovations
Through inquiry 
learning, the 
following is explored:

How do musicians 
incorporate 
innovative music 
practices to 
communicate 
meaning when 
performing and 
composing?

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Performance (20%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Composition (20%)

Unit 2

Identities
Through inquiry 
learning, the 
following is explored:

How do musicians 
use their 
understanding of 
music elements, 
concepts and 
practices to 
communicate 
cultural, political, 
social and personal 
identities when 
performing, 
composing and 
responding to 
music?

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s 
Project (35%) 
Examination (25%)

Unit 4

Transform
Through inquiry 
learning, the 
following is explored:

How do musicians 
manipulate 
music elements 
to communicate 
narrative when 
performing, 
composing and 
responding to 
music?

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Integrated project 
(35%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?

(Students in Year 10 Music Extension do not complete Year 10 music [previous page] but commence Unit 1: Designs)

Summative external assessment: Examination 
(25%)

Continued from previous page.
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Music Extension (General) | Year 12 only

What is this course about?

Music Extension is offered in Year 12 only. It is a companion subject to Music. Students selecting 
Senior Music Extension from Year 9 Music Extension will engage in an accelerated music course. 
The course will allow students to study Music Units 1 and 2 in Year 10, Music Units 3 and 4 in 
Year 11 and Music Extension Units 3 and 4 in Year 12.

Music Extension provides an opportunity for students with specific abilities in music to extend 
their expertise. It is designed for students interested in specialising in one of three areas of music 
study: composition, musicology or performance. Students will undertake detailed studies in one 
of these specialisations. 

In Music Extension, students follow an individual program of study designed to continue the 
development of refined musicianship skills. The course encourages students to investigate music 
concepts and ideas relevant to their specialisation.

As a unique means of expression, music makes a profound contribution to personal, social and 
cultural identities. As they develop highly transferable and flexible skills, students become adaptable 
and innovative problem-solvers and collaborative team members who make informed decisions. 
As enquirers, students develop their ability to analyse and critically evaluate. Literacy in Music 
Extension is an essential skill for composers, musicologists and performers and learning in Music 
Extension prepares students to engage in a multimodal world.

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed in this course:
• Apply literacy skills
• Evaluate music and ideas about music
• Examine music and ideas about music
• Express meaning, emotion or ideas about music

For Compositional specialisation:
• Apply compositional devices
• Manipulate music elements and concepts
• Resolve music ideas

For Musicology specialisation: 
• Analyse music
• Investigate music
• Synthesise information

For Performance specialisation: 
• Apply technical skills
• Interpret music elements and concepts
• Realise music ideas  

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Music Extension is offered in Year 12 only. It is a companion subject to Music. Students must be 
studying, or have completed, Units 3 and 4 of Music to be eligible to enrol. The subject assumes 
that Units 1 and 2 of the Music course (or equivalent) have been studied before commencing. 
‘Equivalent’ refers to compatible interstate or overseas school Music syllabuses or qualifications.
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Year 12 overview

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Specialisation in Composition, Musicology or 
Performance.

• Composition: (making), students create and 
resolve new music works. They demonstrate 
use of music concepts and manipulate music 
concepts to express meaning and/or emotion to 
an audience through resolved compositions.

• Musicology: (responding), students investigate 
and analyse music works and ideas. They 
synthesise analytical information about music and 
document sources and references about music to 
support research.

• Performance: (making), students realise music 
works, demonstrating technical skills and 
understanding. They make decisions about music, 
interpret music elements and concepts and 
express music ideas to realise their performances.

• Best practice — developing techniques and 
strategies to achieve the most efficient and 
effective result (e.g. seeking information specific 
to their specialisation, using efficient rehearsal 
strategies, experimenting with music technologies, 
researching music concepts, using research 
methods). 

• Reflective practice, evaluate, examine and express 
information in the development of a response 
to an unseen question in a written mode. This 
may involve solving a problem, expressing and 
justifying a viewpoint, analysing and interpreting 
artwork to communicate meaning, or applying 
concepts or theories.

Common to all specialisations: 
• Making judgments about the ideas and concepts evident in music 

in relation to purpose and context, examining and determining the 
value or significance of music from various perspectives

• Investigate music, or ideas about music, for the purpose of finding 
meaning or relationships and identifying patterns, similarities and 
differences

• Communicate meaning, emotion or ideas through and/or about 
music in ways appropriate to their specialisation

Students who specialise in Composition will be able to: 
• Use their knowledge and understanding of compositional devices 

to create a composition
• Adapt and combine music elements and concepts in the 

compositional process
• Express music ideas to consolidate and communicate meaning in 

composition

Students who specialise in Musicology will be able to: 
• Examine and consider the constituent parts and the relationship 

between music elements, concepts and stylistic characteristics
• Carry out a detailed and systematic examination or formal inquiry in 

order to establish or obtain facts and reach new conclusions
• Draw together their investigation and analysis of music and 

combine their findings into a coherent and complex whole to justify 
a viewpoint

Students who specialise in Performance will be able to: 
• Exhibit technical skills in performance of music specific to the 

instrument or sound source
• Shape music elements and concepts in performance of music
• Express music ideas to communicate meaning in performance

What are the units of work that I will study in Year 12? 

Unit 3
Explore

Key idea 1: Initiate best practice

Key idea 2: Consolidate best practice

Unit 4
Emerge

Key idea 3: Independent best practice

Composition specialisation assessment

Summative internal assessment 1: 
Composition 1 (20%)

Summative internal assessment 2: 
Composition 2 (20%)

Performance specialisation assessment

Summative internal assessment 1: 
Performance 1 (20%)

Summative internal assessment 2: 
Performance 2 (20%)

Composition specialisation assessment

Summative internal assessment 3: 
Composition project (35%)

Performance specialisation assessment

Summative internal assessment 3: 
Performance project (35%)

Musicology specialisation assessment

Summative internal assessment 1: Investigation 
1 (20%)

Summative internal assessment 2: Investigation 
2 (20%)

Musicology specialisation assessment

Summative internal assessment 3: Musicology 
project (35%)

Assessment (all specialisations)

Summative external assessment

Examination — extended response (25%)
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Visual Art (General)

What is this course about?

Visual Art students are provided opportunities to construct knowledge and communicate personal 
interpretations as both artist and audience. In making artworks, students use their imagination and 
creativity to innovatively solve problems and experiment with visual language and expression. In 
responding to artist practices and artworks, students investigate artistic expression and critically 
analyse artworks in diverse contexts. Students engage with artists, artworks, institutions and 
communities to enrich their experiences and understandings of their own and others’ art practices.

Visual Art uses an inquiry learning model, developing critical and creative thinking skills and individual 
responses by developing, researching, reflecting and resolving. Through making and responding, 
resolution and display of artworks, students understand and appreciate the role of visual art in past 
and present traditions and cultures, as well as the contributions of contemporary visual artists and 
their aesthetic, historical and cultural influences.

How will I be assessed?

The following criteria summarises how you will be assessed in this course: 
• Generating ideas and representations
• Apply literacy skills
• Analyse and interpret visual language, expression and meaning in artworks and practices
• Evaluate art practices, traditions, cultures and theories
• Justify viewpoints
• Experiment in response to stimulus
• Create meaning through the experimentation, explanation, knowledge and understanding of 

materials, techniques, technologies and art processes
• Realise responses to communicate meaning

What will help me be successful in this course? (Readiness for Year 10)

To get the most out of this course, it is recommended that students have achieved the following: 
Students must achieve a C result in Year 9 English to be ready for this course. Students should be 
committed to working in the art form as both an artist and audience. Prior experience in an Arts 
course would be beneficial but is not essential. 

Year 10: What is the subject matter I will learn? 
What are the skills and Habits of Mind I will be developing?

Subject Matter Skills and Habits of Mind

• Artworks and practices of self and others including 
essential features and relationships

• Contemporary, personal, cultural and formal contexts, 
ideas and information through multiple viewpoints

• Literal and non-literal symbols, images, objects, ideas, 
experiences, intentions, practices, display and contexts

• Historical and contemporary art practices, art-making 
traditions, cultural meaning and theoretical approaches.

• Visual language 
• Media, materials, techniques, technologies and art 

processes

• Questioning and problem-posing by identifying 
and developing the scope of inquiry, obstacles or 
anticipated challenges

• Interpreting meaning in artworks and practices to draw 
conclusions and construct personalised responses in 
both making and responding

• Evaluating art practices, traditions, cultures and 
theories and justify viewpoints

• Reflecting on and appraising the ideas, value and 
significance of visual language and expression in 
artworks

• Experimenting in response to stimulus, generating new 
ideas to identify and test alternative solutions inspired 
by research

• Responding with wonderment and awe
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Year 10 Units Year 10 Assessment

Semester 1: Transformation
Extended writing — response to stimulus (integrated with portfolio)
Portfolio (making/responding) Presentation

Semester 2: Journey
Extended writing — response to stimulus
Portfolio (making/responding) Presentation

Visual Art

Unit 1

Art as Lens
Through inquiry 
learning, the 
following are 
explored:

• Concept: lenses 
to explore the 
material world

• Contexts: personal 
and contemporary

• Focus: people, 
place, objects

• Media: 2D, 3D, 
and time-based

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 3

Art as 
Knowledge

Through inquiry 
learning, the 
following are 
explored:

• Concept: 
constructing 
knowledge as 
artist and audience

• Contexts: 
contemporary, 
personal, cultural 
and/or formal

• Focus: student-
directed

• Media: student-
directed

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 1: 
Investigation — 
inquiry phase 1 
(15%)

Summative internal 
assessment 2: 
Project — inquiry 
phase 2 (25%)

Unit 2

Art as Code
Through inquiry 
learning, the 
following are 
explored:

• Concept: art as 
a coded visual 
language

• Contexts: formal 
and cultural

• Focus: codes, 
symbols, 
signs and art 
conventions

• Media: 2D, 3D, 
and time-based

Assessment
Formative internal 
assessment/s

Unit 4

Art as Alternate
Through inquiry 
learning, the 
following are 
explored:

• Concept: 
evolving alternate 
representations 
and meaning

• Contexts: 
contemporary

• Focus: continued 
exploration of 
Unit 3 student-
directed focus

• Media: student-
directed

Assessment
Summative internal 
assessment 3: 
Project — inquiry 
phase 3 (35%)

What are the units I will study in Year 11 and 12?

Summative external assessment: Examination 
(25%)
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